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THE CROWD PLEASER!
Bryan meat products are ideal for fafls on the go. U
Pampered Pork Sausage. Bacon. Hams. Bologna. Wiener^
Our new round lunch meat line. They're a whole family X
of products, prepared with time and care in our smokehouse
and processing plant. Bryan products are perfect for quick,
pre-game lunches, buffets, sandwiches for tailgate picnics
or good old-fashioned after-the-game get togethers. Bryan,
The Southern tradition you can always serve with pride.
Bryan Foods, Inc.
West Point, Mississippi 39773
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THE COVER
Featured on the first issue of the Rebel Kickoff for '77 are four veteran
seniors with Rebel head coach Ken Cooper. The seniors, individually
and collectively an all-star quartet, are pictured from left, James
Storey (21), fullback from Ripley; Randy White (63), offensive guard
from Ripley, Tenn.; Kern Coleman (43), linebacker from Chamblee,
Ga. and George Plasketes (14), defensive end from North Riverside,
III. Cover Photo by Jim Bradley, Bradley Sports Photographers of
Dallas, Tex.

lextrWs
What a way to start anewl
Night football at its best, two rivals nestled less
than 90 minutes from one another, another crop of
seniors and BOOM*** a short, to the point announce
ment that activated the minds of grid historians.
"I have decided to retire at a time when the future
of Ole Miss athletics has never looked so good."
So saith John Howard Vaught who last week made
known his intentions to retire as Rebel Athletic Director
on Jan. 31.
That was in one breath. The pause was followed by
another prolific statement, "and I have recommended
Warner Alford as my successor."
It's hardly a sequel to the old cliche of "the ending
of one era and beginning of another." There's simply no
way the John Vaught era at Ole Miss will ever
vanish—and that's flat fact. First as a coach where his
accomplishments are renown, more recently as
principal of the Reb athletic plant, the Vaught crest has
certainly merited a position of appreciation on the
Lafayette County campus.
Tonight he's sitting in the press box alongside his
successor, who came elong initially as a pupil in the
Red and Blue football ranks. Alford was a frontliner
there, a gritty 192-pound guard who bowed out as cocaptain on that memorable 1960 national cham
pionship team. Take that determination as a hint of
things to come.
As the Rebels and Tigers swap jabs, somewhere
in that father-son like conversation, each might be
overheard to mention "this" and "that" game against
the Bluff City boys.
Vaught had many, 19 was the count and the W-L-T
column was nearly A+, 17-1-1. The first time he sent
his squad against the Bengals was a mid-September
night in '49 in old Crump Stadium in Memphis. The
result was a 40-7 Reb triumph and captain of that
team—another athletic director Roland Dale, now at
Southern Mississippi.
Alford's playing days saw three OM victories in the
series, the first two shutouts and the latter an offensive
display to the tune of 31-20.
So settle back. And like the two Rebel "bosses"
who have been shuffling their feet and itchin for action
all day, lodge a few player numbers upstairs, take a
deep breath and get ready.
It's KICKOFF, 1977.
MEMPHIS STATE GAME OFFICIALS
Referee
Boyce Smith, Jr.
Umpire
Charles Brown, Jr.
Linesman
Joe Curtis
Line Judge
Ed Dudley, Jr.
Field Judge
John Fleming
Back Judge
Ted Thomas
E.C.0
John DuVal

CREDITS PHOTOGRAPHY
Walt Mixon Photos
Bradley Photographers
Barry Mittan

Oxford
Dallas
Tallahassee

SERIES HISTORY
OLE MISS
VS
MEMPHIS STATE
If the early bird does in fact
snag the worm, then Ole Miss should
have more than a mere handful of
the varmits.
After all, this Sept. 3 opener is
the earliest date on record that the
Rebels have trotted on the field for
the launching of another season.
Most other teams around the
Southeastern Conference and
across the land cut the ribbon a
week from today. But since the brow
mopping mornings of mid-August
(the 15th to be exact and that's
early), the Rebs have been in camp.
And right about now, Rebel
head coach Ken Cooper would
probably make a straight
switch—the worms for a win once
the 10:00 hour rolls around.
However before any magic hour
makes its presence felt this evening,
the Rebels have a much more
pressing issue than worms—term it
Tigers. And better yet, a Tiger
nemises.
After the Red and Blue won 25
of the first 27 meetings, Memphis
State has gone on a tear, winning the
past three contests. The Bengals
hung on for a 17-13 win in 1973 in
the first matchup ever in Jackson. A
year later in Memphis, the score was
15-7 and in '76 it was 21-16.
The last three squareoffs have
all been "to the wire" decisions and
have in part made up for the years of
Tiger frustration in attempting to
derail the Rebel express that until
1973 had sputtered only twice, the 00 deadlock in '63 and the 17-27
reversal in '67.
Otherwise, there had been little
for Tiger rooters to cheer about and
braggin rights were in the Rebel
corner. Starting in 1921 when Ole
Miss shellacked West Tennessee
Normal 82-0, 13 campaigns later
whipped West Tennessee State

Teachers College 44-0 and in '35
destroyed the Tennesseans 92-0 in a
muddy confrontation, the Rebs
reeled off 17 unanswered successes
before the Tigs managed the
scoreless deadlock in '63.

So after a lengthy domination in
this natural rivalry, the Rebs gave,
much to their chagrin, been on the
short end three times in a row. They
figure though, there's no time like
the present to change that tune.

Playing on this same Memorial
Stadium sod four years ago, the
Rebs jumped to a 3-0 lead after a
controversial Kenny Lyons to Rick
Kimbrough attempted scoring pass
was ruled out of bounds. That
margin eventually rose to 13-0.

Tonight's 1977 opener, only the
second jousting ever in Jackson
between Ole Miss and Memphis
State, beats by some 24 hours last
September's kickoff whistle.
And until now, that's been the
earliest seasonal battle in Rebel
livery.
But shortly that's going to
change and if Reb faithful have their
way, that won't be the differential
taking place before the night is over.

But in the second half, David
Fowler passed and ran, Dornell
Harris scampered and Hal
McGeorge kicked the Tigers in with
the 17-13 victory. However just as
memorable was the last ditch drive
by the Rebs and soph QB Stan
Bounds that carried to the MS nine
where Ray Wallace tipped the
pigskin on the last play of the game
from Bill Small's grasp in the end
zone preserving the upset.
Fumbles and penalties play a
major role in the '74 Tiger triumph as
did Fowler once again who passed
for a 25-yard TD after a Reb bobble
at, the OM 37 for the decisive six
pointer. Terdell Middleton's 13 yard
TD jaunt was preceded by an OM
fumble at the MSU 24 early in the
game.
Last year in Memphis, it was
contest split with Ole Miss
controlling the first half and
Memphis State out front in the all im
portant final 30 minutes. The Rebels
commanded a 13-0 lead, then 16-6
halftime advantage behind James
Storey and Hoppy Langley.

So what else is new in Ole MissMemphis State football.

SERIES RESULTS—30 GAMES
ALL (30) GAMES: Won-25; Lost 4; Tie
POINTS: For-1052, Against-234.

The Coliseum Ramada inn.,
the largest meeting hotel
in Jackson.
Plus
Location—right on Interstate 55 in downtown Jackson, 10

minutes from airport and across the street from the
Mississippi Coliseum andMississippi Trade Mart
Building.

Facilities—meeting facilities for up to 3000 with a choice of 13
different meeting rooms. 343 deluxe guest rooms.
Lounge with live entertainment. Excellent
restaurant.

Service—Impeccable...with a complete staff that has a sense
of caring about your needs.
For further information write:

^Goliseaitta
^RAMADA
R O. BOX 893, JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39205
(601)969-2141

1939 at University

1950 at Memphis
1954 at Memphis

Nevertheless, soph QB Lloyd
Patterson threaded the needle with
Ernest Gray for one score and hit
Ricky Rivas with a 55-yard third
chukker bomb ahead of James

1967 at Memphis (

King's 17-yard sprint. As of equal
min? m11?6'! 6 Rebs could not dent
midfield in the last period.

1974 at Memphis
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Chartered on February 24, 1844,
the University of Mississippi began its
first session on November 6, 1848,
with a faculty of four members
offering instruction in a general
curriculum in the liberal arts. Con
tinually strengthening this college of
liberal arts, the trustees and the
faculty sought to broaden the work of
the institution as named. In
accordance with this purpose the
School of Law was opened in 1854
during the presidency of Augustus
Baldwin Longstreet. His successor,
Frederick A. P. Barnard, who was
later to achieve further renown as
president of Columbia University,
initiated a strong program of scientific
instruction and research which was
terminated by the coming of the Civil
War.
The University was reopened in
the fall of 1865. Meeting resolutely the
difficulties of the new era, it provided
education for the many Confederate
veterans who sought instruction,
reestablished itself firmly, and
resumed its growth. Co-education
came with the admission of women
students in 1882, and the first woman
was added to the faculty in 1885.
Expansion was particularly notable
under Chancellor Robert Burwell
Fulton (1892-1906). The first summer
session was held in 1893, the School
of Engineering was established in
1900, and the School of Education
and Medicine were opened in 1903.
Subsequently, the School of
Pharmacy was created in 1908, the

DR. PORTER L. FORTUNE, JR.
CHANCELLOR

THE LYCEUM

School of Commerce and Business
Administration in 1917, and the
Graduate School In 1927.

The original campus at Oxford,
which consisted of 640 acres and five
buildings, now comprises more than
two square miles of rolling land noted
for its natural beauty. The Lyceum,
the only remaining original building,
stands today as the chief symbol of
the University.

The University Medical Center,
located in Jackson where the second
campus of the University was
established in 1955, consists of a
School of Medicine, a School of Nur
sing, a Division of GraduateStudies in
the Medical Sciences, a Teaching
Hospital and a recently created
School of Dentistry. Authorized by an
act of the State Legislature in 1973,
the Dental School admitted its first
class in September, 1975, and has
already gained accreditation from the
Council on Dental Education.

The campus now includes some
190 buildings and more thdn 1,800
acres of land, with the University
owning an additional 23,000 acres in
forest lands in South Mississippi.
Graduates of Ole Miss have
distinguished themselves in the
professions, the sciences and the
arts. They are among the nation's
leaders—lawyers, doctors, ministers,
professors, college and university
presidents, statesmen, corporation
executives and scientists. Faculty
members have authored hundreds of
books and scholarly articles; and
researchers at the University Medical
Center developed the first electrical
current anesthesia and performed the
first successful heart transplant.

Barber's Milk
And Ice Cream

TUPELO,
MISSISSIPPI

Ole Miss alumni have set a
record with the highest percentage of
dues-paying alumni of any public
supported college or university in the
country.

LAMAR LAW CENTER
4

The current building program
includes the Ole Miss Union, which
opened on April 29, 1976; the Lamar
Law Center and Coulter Hall
(Chemistry), both which are
scheduled for occupancy during the
present academic year; and Phase 1
of the Cultural Center, The Teaching
Museum, which opened last
February.
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AT OLE MISS FOOTBALL IS...

"A FAMILY AFFAIR!!"

OLE MISS ROSTER
No.

9

10
11

13
14
15
17

Zjk'l '"xLJm*
EAGLE DAY

JIMMY LEAR

No less than a dozen members of the 1977 Ole Miss
football family have "ROOTS" somewhere in Johnny Reb grid
history. That group includes five current Rebs whose fathers
wore the Red and Blue, six who are brothers to former or
present Ole Miss players, and one whose uncle is on the
Rebel coaching staff.
The latter is, of course, all-star linebacker Kern
Coleman, whose uncle Thamas tutors the Johnny Reb defen
sive ends. Kern is a 6-3, 235-pound bone-crunching tackier
who has another uncle, Dick Wood, who was Rebel
quarterback coach from 1971-73, and a cousin, Randy who
entered the University this semester on a Rebel baseball
scholarship.
The five squadmembers whose fathers helped form the
tradition that is Ole Miss are William Day, Jim Lear, Ricky
Weiss, Bubba Mims and Dave Dickerson.
Day is scheduled to start at free safety in tonight's game,
completely on the other side of the ledger from his dad,
Eagle, an All-SEC quarterback in 1954-55, who was named
MVP of the 1956 Cotton Bowl, the first Rebel to play in the
Hula Bowl and later spent 12 barnstorming years in
professional football.
Jimmy Lear, Sr., is another former Reb quarterback,
pulling in All-SEC honors in 1951-52. One of those helping
pave the way on running plays and holding back the charge
on passes was Crawford Mims, Sr., an Ail-American in 1953

THE STUART CLAN..GEORGE,-JIM, GRAHAM

CRAWFORD
MIMS

STEVE LAVINGHOUZE

RICKY KIMBROUGH

18

19
20

21

and all-conference performer in 1952 and 1953. It's possible
the scene could be re-enacted this year, a generation later,
with Jim Lear, Jr. at the controls of the Ole Miss veer, and
Bubba Mims helping pave the path, as his Dad did nearly 25
years ago!
Mims has another relative famous in the football history
of Ole Miss. His uncle, John "Kayo" Dottley was an AllAmerica Runningback in 1949. In addition, a brother, John
Howard Vaught Mims entered Ole Miss this semester on a
baseball grant.
Other father-son combinations include Richard Weiss
Sr., a four-year letterman at tackle from 1952-55, and son
Ricky, a guard on the '77 Rebel squad, and the Dickersons
Dave senior and junior; the former an All-Conference end in
1954, the latter a sophomore center on this year's roster.
The brother combinations feature two incoming
freshmen, Two OF the Rebs' all-time greats, and duo on this
year's team. Freshman Mike Russel has one brother,
"Stump" who starred for Ole Miss from 1972-74 and another.
Ronnie who started on Ole Miss' 1977 SEC championship
baseball team. Graham Stuart's brother Jim earned three
monograms for Ole Miss from 1971-73, and another brother,
George, just earned his third "M" after the '76 campaign.
Rick Kimbrough, Ole Miss' No. 3 career pass receiver,
and Steve Lavinghouze, the Rebs' all-time leading scorer,
both trained "I'll brothers" well enough to enable them to play
for the Red and Blue. Both followed in their brothers
footsteps, not just to Ole Miss, but to the same position as Les
is a flanker for the Johnny Rebs, and Robin a kicking
specialist.
Then there are the Fabris boys, Robert, a senior split
end, and Jon, a sophomore safety, who are starting their own
Ole Miss family football dynasties.
So there you have it. Brothers,Fathers, Uncles, Cousins.
A tribute to a great athletic tradition. And because it is such
an appealing heritage future generations will want to help
continue it.
It's all part of what makes Ole Miss athletics, and
especially Ole Miss football...A Family Affair!!!
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Name

Pos. CI.

SE
Robert Fabris
FS
William Day
Jon Fabris
FS
Hoppy Langley
KS
QB
David Coates
CB
Joel Stewart
SS
Gary Jones
Don Rollins
QB
FLK
Willie Foster
Bobby Garner
QB
Jim Lear
QB
Willie Burns
CB
George Plasketes DLE
Dan Caccamo
SS
Robin Lavinghouze KS
Tim Ellis
QB
FS
George Cain
Leon Perry
FB
James Storey
Reg Woullard
TB
FB
Roger Gordon
TB
Sammy Butera
FLK
Michael Sweet
SE
Ken Toler
TE
L. Q. Smith
Tyrone Richards TB
FLK
Mike Miller
Les Kimbrough FLK
Freddie Williams TB
Jim Miller
P
Al Dotson
CB
Kem Coleman WLB
Johnny Hatch
CB
Eddy Householder WLB
Matt Phillips
CB
David Traxler
LG
Bob Lewis
C
Murray Whitaker OT
Don Kitchens
WLB
Mike Russell
C
Chuck Commiskey C
Wade Dowell
C
OG
Brian Moreland
LT
Jimmy Hawkins
Bubba Olander
OG
Mickey Thames LG
Quentin McDonald MG
Randy White
RG
Terrence Walker RT
Bob Grefseng
DRE
Jerry Pennington OT
John Beck
SLB
John Johnson
DT
Fernando Harvey OT
Bob McGraw
DT
Johnny Thornton DT
Eric Smith
DRE
Theodis McNeal DRE
Eddie Cole
SLB
Curtis Weathers TE
Billy Denny
TE
John Peel
DLE
Bryan Niebuhr
MG
Charlie Cage
DLT
Lawrence Johnson DRT

Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.

• NUMERICAL
Ht.

Wt. Age Ltrs.

6-2
6-0
6-3
5-11
6-1
6-0
6-3
6-1
5-9
6-1
5-11
5-10
6-2
6-0
5-8
6-3V2
6-1
5-11
6-0
6-0
6-0
5-8
5-9V2
6-IV2
6-1
5-10
6-1
5-9
5-10
5-11
5-11
6-3
6-0
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-3
6-3
6-1
6-5
6-1
6-2
6-4
6-0
6-0
6-1
6-1'/a
6-3
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-2'/a
6-3Vi
6-3'/a
6-2
6-1
6-5
6-1
6-5Vz
6-2
6-1
6-4
6-3
6-4

190
185
198
184
182
190
197
190
165
200
184
181
220
188
180
195
185
210
210
182
200
198
193
180
212
195
183
169
175
180
187
235
200
223
180
230
240
245
219
227
250
225
226
244
220
230
230
236
245
214
240
195
265
245
260
245
212
210
230
219
225
204
255
240
255

23
20
20
19
22
19
22
19
19
20
19
19
21
19
20
21
20
20
21
19
19
19
21
18
21
21
20
20
21
20
21
21
21
20
20
19
21
20
21
19
19
21
20
20
22
20
18
21
19
21
20
23
18
20
19
19
19
22
20
21
20
18
21
21
21

2
1
1
1
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
3
0
1
3
2
0
0
3
0
2
1
0
0
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
2
2
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
2
0
0
2
1
2

Hometown

• ALPHABETICAL
Name

Pos.

Starkville
BECK, John (68)
SLB
Jackson
BURNS, Willie (13)
CB
Starkville
BUTERA, Sammy (28)
TB
New Ellenton, S.C. CACCAMO, Dan (15)
SS
Bridgeport, Ala.
CAGE, Charlie (95)
DLT
Birmingham, Ala. CAIN, George (19)
FS
Memphis, Tenn.
COATES, David (5)
QB
Houston, TX.
COLE, Eddie (84)
SLB
Natchez
COLEMAN, Kern (43)
WLB
Valparaiso, Fla.
COMMISKEY, Chuck (55)
C
Indianola
DAY, Williams (2)
FS
Hammond, La.
DENNY, Billy (80)
TE
N. Riverside, III. DOTSON, Al (40)
CB
Elmhurst, III.
DOWELL, Wade (56)
C
Jackson
ELLIS, Tim (18)
QB
Louisville
FABRIS, Jon (3)
FS
Jackson
FABRIS, Robert (1)
SE
Gloster
FOSTER, Willie (9)
FLK
Ripley
GARNER, Bobby (10)
QB
Hattiesburg
GORDON, Roger (23)
FB
Duck Hill
GREFSENG, Bob (65)
DRE
Las Vegas, Nev.
HARVEY, Fernando (70)
OT
Vieksburg
HATCH, Johnny (44)
CB
Jackson
HAWKINS, Jimmy (58)
LT
Oxford
HOUSEHOLDER, Eddy (47) . WLB
Cleveland
JOHNSON, John (69)
DT
Ft. Walton, Fla.
JOHNSON, Lawrence (99) ..DRT
Jackson
JONES, Gary (7)
SS
Rosedale
KIMBROUGH, Les (35)
FLK
Ripley
KITCHENS, Don (53)
WLB
Winona
LANGLEY, Hoppy (4)
KS
Chamblee, Ga.
LAVINGHOUZE, Robin (17) . . KS
Falkner
LEAR, Jim (11)
QB
Morrow, Ga.
LEWIS, Bob (51)
C
Lawrence, Ind.
McDONALD, Quentin (62) . . .MG
Jackson
McGRAW, Bob (76)
DT
Tiptonville, Tenn. McNEAL, Theodis (82)
DRE
Vieksburg
MILLER, Jim (39)
P
Vieksburg
MILLER, Mike (34)
FLK
Memphis, Tenn.
MOORELAND, Brian (57)
OG
Pascagoula
NIEBUHR, Bryan (94)
MG
Moorhead
OLANDER, Bubba (59)
OG
Talladega, Ala.
PEEL, John (89)
DLE
Memphis, Tenn.
PENNINGTON, Jerry (67)
OT
Meridian
PERRY, Leon (20)
TB
Crystal Springs
PHILLIPS, Matt (48)
CB
Richton
PLASKETES, George (14)
DLE
Ripley, Tenn.
RICHARDS, Tyrone (33)
TB
Mendenhall
ROLLINS, Don (8)
QB
Birmingham, Ala. RUSSELL, Mike (54)
C
Columbus
SMITH, Eric (81)
DRE
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. SMITH, L. Q. (32)
TE
Athens, Ala.
STEWART, Joel (6)
CB
Jackson
STOREY, James (21)
FB
Alexandria, La.
SWEET, Michael (29)
FLK
Kosciusko
THAMES, Mickey (60)
LG
Reform, Ala.
THORNTON, Johnny (72)
DT
McGehee, Ark.
TOLER, Ken (30)
SE
Clarksdale
TRAXLER, David (50)
LG
Memphis, Tenn.
WALKER, Terrence (64)
RT
Jackson
WEATHERS, Curtis (85)
TE
Memphis, Tenn.
WHITAKER, Murray (52)
OT
Baltimore, Md.
WHITE, Randy (63)
RG
Natchez
WILLIAMS, Freddie (36)
TB
Jackson
WOULLARD, Reg (22)
TB
7

ADCOCK
&
CAMPBELL,
INC.

ASPHALT PAVING
MATERIALS

PRIMOS
RESTAURANTS

REBEL
ATHLETIC
STAFF

WE SPECIALIZE
IN GOOD FOOD (
MODERATELY
PRICED WITH
QUICK SERVICE!1

John H. Vaught
Director of Athletics

4 Locations to Serve You

FANIN ROAD
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
601-939-4493

E. J. ADCOCK, President
BRYAN CAMPBELL,
VIee President

#1 244 E. Capitol Street—Across from Post
Office (Downtown)—Pearl Street Exit off 1-55
#2 1016 N. State Street—Vi Block South of
Baptist Hospital—Fortification Street Exit Off 1-55
#3 416 N. State Street—V4 Block North of
Sears—High Street Exit Off 1-55

PRiMoslaniNORTHGATE

4330 N. State Street— 1V4 Blocks North of
Meadowbrook Road
Meadowbrook or Northside Exits Off 1-55
Featuring the COUNTRY KITCHEN. Good
food at popular prices. Children's plates.
And you can come as you are.
Also, the CLIPPER SHIP LOUNGE,
the perfect place to meet.
DELICATESSEN—Fast service in carry-out foods.
The place to get that box lunch or dinner.

Pdmos
RESTAURANTS
Jackson's Favorite for Forty Years

Warner Alford
Assistant Director
of Athletics

John Reed Holley
Business Manager
of Athletics

IIANK OF | 0ld1$anJ{...NewIdeas!
OXFORD

OLE MISS
ATHLETIC
COMMITTEE

REBEL
ALL-AMERICAN
DR. RICHARD E. KEYE
Chairman
Faculty (Education)

DR. PARHAM WILLIAMS
Faculty (Law)

234-4751

t"Br

Money In A Minute
24 hr Teller Service
n

DR. JOSEPH W. BLACKSTON
Faculty (Education)

SF 234-4751 ~
BILLY CREWS
Oxford
Student Body President

JIM INGRAM
Tupelo - Alumni

'M1MI

DR. B. J. CHAIN
Faculty (Personnel)

On The Square
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Bruiser Kinard, T
Parker Hall, HB
Charlie Conerly, TB
Barney Poole, E
John Dottley, FB
Kline Gilbert, T
Crawford Mims, G
Rex Reed Boggan, T
Jackie Simpson, G
Charlie Flowers, FB
Marvin Terrell, G
Jake Gibbs, QB
Billy Ray Adams, FB
Jim Dunaway, T
Glynn Griffing, QB
Kenny Dill, C
Whaley Hall, T
Allen Brown, E
Bill Clay, DHB
Stan Hindman, G
Glenn Cannon, S
Archie Manning, QB
Harry Harrison, S

1978 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(TENTATIVE)

September 9
September 23
September 30
October 7
October 14
October 21
October 28
November 4
November 11
November 18
November 25

Memphis State
Missouri
Southern Miss
Georgia
Kentucky
South Carolina
Vanderbilt
L.S.U.
Tulane
Tennessee
Mississippi State

1936-37
1938
1947
1947-48
1949
1952
1953
1954
1957
1959
1959
1960
1961
1962
1962
1963
1963
1964
1965
1965
1969
1969-70
1973

1977 Junior Varsity
Sept. 23 Memphis State
Oct. 10

L.S.U

Memphis
Baton Rogue

Oct. 28 Baptist Christian ColiegeCampus
Nov.

7

Alabama

Campus

Rebel Football Staff

GOOD LUCK
TO THE REBEL COACHING STAFF AND
THE OLE MISS REBELS

m

Ik

I I Ii

A native Georgian, transformed Mississippian, Ken
Cooper has amassed an enviable athletic and coaching
background in his 40 years. He was a prep All-America for
Tifton High School in 1953 and went on to star at Georgia as an
end and kicker. A Georgia high School Coach of the Year in
1960, he returned to his alma mater in '62 producing some of
the SEC's most rugged offensive linemen from 1967-70.
Cooper joined the Ole Miss staff in 1971 and immediately the
Rebel offensive front wall displayed a similar intensity to
Cooper's legions at Georgia. As line coach he aided in the
development of three All-Americas and nine All-Conference
performers with the Rebels and Bulldogs. After becoming head
coach at Ole Miss in 1974, he was selected SEC Coach of the
Year in three polls and Major College Coach of the South in '75
when the Rebs won their final five league scraps and tied for
second in Conference standings. Last fall he was chosen UPI
National Coach of the Week following the Rebs' win over
Alabama. Hard work and determination have been overriding
factors in Cooper's bid to solidify Ole Miss football.

CHECKING ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
TRUST DEPARTMENT
COMMERCIAL LOANS
PERSONAL LOANS
BONUS CHECKING
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
TRAVLERS CHECKS
MONEY ORDERS
DRIVE IN WINDOWS
NIGHT DEPOSITORY
I. R. A. ACCOUNTS
GOLDEN YEARS ACCOUNT
BULL LEASING PROGRAM

WATCH

FOR THE OPENING
OF OUR NEW
UNIVERSITY BRANCH
HWY 6 WEST
Spiral
National lank
OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI

GO

REBELS
12

13

BEST WISHES

SOUTHERN
GLASS CO.

f

FT H JOHNNY
.NT OFFENSE
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Michael Sweet
FLK
29

Danny Fischer
FLK
25

Willie Foster
FLK
9

Jerry Pennington
T
67

Robin Reed
T
77

Bubba Mims
G
66

Mickey Thames
G
60

Randy White
G
63

Bubba Olander
G
59

Ricky Weiss
G
61

Bob Lewis
C
51

|(COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE)!

GREENVILLE - GREENWOOD - OXFORD

BOX 216
UNIVERSITY, MISSISSIPPI 38677
PHONE 234-1513
PAUL B. JOHNSON COMMONS
COLLEGE CLOTHES AND REBEL SOUVENIRS
(Write For Catalogue)

GOOD LUCK, REBELS

IG—LO

David Traxler
G
50

Brian Moreiand
G
57

Wade Dowell
C
56

Dave Dickerson
C
54

Products
Corp.
HERNANDO, MISS.

15

THE SHERATON-BILOXL
FOR A GREAT FALL OR
WINTER VACATION

JOHNNYREB
OFFENSE

ENJOY, RELAX, REVIVE,
UNWIND AT A RESORT
DESIGNED FOR FUN

i
Chuck Commiskey
C
55

e^CKtedKn ,hf midd'e °f 26 milef
beautiful white
sand beach — two swimming pools
choose from six
championship golf courses - four ^,, weather °vafe
tennis courts —sunset and moonlig Ht cruises — deen
sea fishing - luxurious accommod^t 07s'!!Sa0u3
dining - nightly entertai^™"®. 90urmet
Packages start as low as $77.00
occupancy for 3 days and%r P®rhS°n double
THE GULF COAST'S MOST COM«gLn^sRESORT

Shcraton-BUoxiTviotor Inn
SH^c
. —
For reservations or information wr * *=< ATON HOTELS «MOTOR INNS WORLDWIDE
Sheraton-Biloxi Motor lnr--^e or 0311:
3634 West Beach
Biloxi, Mississippi 39531/ 601
4141

) im
0

1

Hoppy Langley
KS
1

Reg Woullard
TB
22

17

PA JOHNNY REB
DEFENSE

\

Barry Kanuch
E
92

'An insurance
policysuffering from
inflation needs a
yearly checkup!'

Skippy Daniels
E
87

Herbert G. Rogers III, President
Rogers Agency, Inc.—New Albany, Miss.

Inflation has raised the price of just about
everything. So if your insurance was written to coveryou
at yesterday's prices, you may not have enoughinsurance
to cover you today.
That's why it's extremelyimportant for you to
make sure your personal orcommercial property and casualty
insurance keeps up with inflation. No matter which company
provides your insurance,ours or anybodyelse's, you should
have your coverage checked annually by a professional.
Independent insurance agentsand brokers are
professionals who areespecially qualified to advise you,
because all of them are local business people who understand
local business problems.

How can you get in touch with a good
independent agent like Rogers
Agency, Inc.? Call 534-7676.

ROGERS AGENCY, INC.
COMPLETE
INSURANCE SERVICE
Since 1906—New Albany, Miss.

REBELS
Brian Niebuhr
MG
94

Dan Curtis
MG
78

Eddie Cole
LB
84

Larry Dantzler
LB
41

Mississippi's "Winning Teams"

OLE MESS
REBELS

AND

SOUTHLAND

JOHNNY REB
DEFENSE

* AU /kl

i©
y

SOUTHLAND OIL COMPANY
Jackson, Mississippi

PRODUCERS • REFINERS • MARKETERS

Johnny Hatch
CB
44

BEST WISHES
FROM

ANDERSON-TULLY
COMPANY
Memphis, Tennessee

Vicksburg, Mississippi
REBELS
20

Go
REBS
Go!

RAMADA INN
of Oxford
On Hwy. 6 West

For Fine Dining 9
Live Entertainment
In the Rebel Room.
Seafood Buffet Every Friday
18 - Different Seafoods
15 - Different Salads

GRENADA

ONI HALF GALLON UQUID £

Grenada

FARMS

FARMS,INC |

Sammy Butera
TB

INCORPORATED

MILK PRODUCTS

John Johnson
DT

Clay Erwin
DE

Grenada, Mississippi

•

•

•
Bobby Moore
MG

22

Bentley Burgess
LB

23

Quinten McDonald
MG

Best Wishes
From

We have world-famous
CLARK industrial lift trucks!

THE PRASSEL
COMPANY

Also a big selection of tow tractors,
storage racks, hand trucks, casters,
dock boards, conveyors, and related
materials handling equipment.

Jackson, Mississippi
YOUR COMPLETE MATERIALS HANDLING HEADQUARTERS

ClflRKUFT, INC.

Jackson • Greenville • Columbus

ClflRK

ON THE
MOVE?
.." •
A great new
place to meet in the
heart of Downtown Jackson ...
18,500 square foot Convention
Center for groupsof up to 1,000
or more . . . 360beautiful guest
rooms and suites ...

JACKSON HOLIDAY
INN DOWNTOWN
Jim Friscia,
Managing Director

• Has your plant or business got you on
the move?

Are you bringing personnel

from another city or transferring people to
another location? Sometimes moving prob
lems affect a business' entire operations
. . . just because of key people's reluctance

PAUL MOAK PONTIAC, INC.
912 SOUTH STATE ST.
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
354-3463

to undertake moving chores.

WILLIAMS
TRANSFER &
STORAGE

Tupelo, Miss.
Oxford, Miss.

PONTIAC

• Williams Transfer takes an awful lot of

GOODWILL
jHONDA:
;

What the world

;

I

is coming to.

!

worry out of moving, works closely with
personnel managers of industrial plants and
offers local or long distance moving with

Corner Lamar & Amite Streets,
Jackson, Miss. 39201
(601) 969-5100.

plenty of storage accommodations.

24

The Mark of Great Cars

YiYi-iVilTliTlYiTfli

¥

USED CARS

SAFETY
^SIGNALS
NOTRE DAME

If the odor is faint— investi
gate. It may only be the pilot
light out or a slightly open
burner valve. Both are safely
and easily corrected.

ALUMNI CLUB
OF MISSISSIPPI
WELCOMES
THE NOTRE DAME
FOOTBALL TEAM
ALUMNI
STUDENTS
AND
FRIENDS
TO A SOUTHERN
FOOTBALL WEEKEND
MISSISSIPPI STYLE
SEPT. 16 ,17, 18

Strejn^eel

FRANCHISED BUILDER

CAMPBELL
CONSTRUCTION CO.

792 Commerce Street
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

The safety signal of natural
gas is that special added
odor... One of many ways
Mississippi Valley Gas
people work to maintain
the outstanding safety
record of gas service. That
distinctive odor means you
can help, too.

If the odor is strong inside
or outdoors — don't start a
car or turn any switch on or
off, light a match, or do
anything to cause a spark.
Leave the premises. Use a
neighbor's phone to call
Mississippi Valley Gas
or your local police or fire
department. Your nose knows
the safety signal.

Mississippi Valley Gas Company

The Clean Energy People

Call someone you love
long distance.
Your voice will be music
to their ears.

by Blackie Sherrod,
Dallas TIMES HERALD

T

rue, Tony Dorsett and Ricky Bell
and assorted other Great Dirt Ma
chines have gone with the wins.
Accord them respectful goodbyes and
then return to yourseat as quickly as pos
sible and fasten the belts. Another batch
of dynamite performers is due to snatch
the autumn spotlight with little loss .of
glitter.
In keeping with the overall national
economy, college offense has been
struck by inflation, and struck again
and again. The cost of defensing keeps
going up.
Only the names have been changed.
Where it was Ricky Bell, now it will be
Charles White of the same Southern
California address. Headlines hogged by
Dorsett last year may now go into the
scrapbook of Terry Miller, the Okla
homa State racehorse. Instead of Rice's
Tommy Kramer throwing for gluttonous
acreage, now it may be Gifford Nielsen,
the Mormon Rifle from Brigham Young.
And perhaps the spiciest ingredient of
all will be a mischievous dervish named
Wes Chandler of Florida,who could be
the most exciting offensive weapon in
the land.
Not only do college runners and
throwers and catchers keep bettering
their marks, but the 1977 offensesshould
be juiced even moreby a rathersignificant
change in the rules. Offensive linemen
may now block downfield on screen
passes, whereas they formerly \vere
tethered to the line of scrimmage until
the pass was caught.
In other words, linemen can tear
downfield and block the pants off
linebackers and cornerbacks without

Oklahoma State s Terry Miller is among 20

THE NATION'S
I worrying about being whistled for "inelI igible receiver downfield." Providing, of
I course, the pass receiver catches ball at
I or behind the line of scrimmage. This
I blocking liberation should do much to
I open the passing potential of Wishbone
I or Veer teams; the quarterback now
I may throw a short forward pass or
I shovel pass to the trailing halfback
I while guards and tackles are laying
I waste downfield as if the play were a
Blockers also can do the same on
rollout option plays, without fretting
whether the quarterback's flip to the
trailing halfback is lateral or forward.

"This is the biggest change in the
passing game since they changed the
size of the ball," said Dave Nelson, sec
retary of the rules committee. The
streamlined ball was introduced in 1934
and immediately brought national at
tention to performers like Slingin'
Sammy Baugh, TCU's great passer of the
mid-'30s.
Now, across the country, weary de
fensive coaches are arguing there was
no reason to loosen the rules for offen
sive advantage. Already college offenses
are rushing for 100 more yards per
game than they were a decade ago. The
rushers, however, because of the popucontinued on 3t
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR-Sports director Blackie Sherrod came to the Dallas Times Herald in 1958 after ten years with the Fort Worth Press. He has been elected Texas'
outstanding sportswriter 13 times in the past 18 years by his news media contemporaries and in 1962 won the National Headliner Award for the most consistently
outstanding sports columnin America. Hiscolumns have wonnumerous otherawards andhave beenreproduced in 19 BestSports Storiesanfho/og/'es publishedannually
' by E.P. Dutton.
larity of the Wishbone and Veer attacks,
have been considerably ahead of the
passing teams, which may account for
the new rules.
As for the starring personnel—that
Southern Cal production line of fantas
tic runners shows no indication of a
slowdown. From the Trojan belt that
produced O.J. Simpson, Clarence Davis,
Anthony Davis, and Ricky Bell now
steps Charles White. As a freshman
tail
back last season, White was Bell's un
derstudy, but still he whipped off 858
yards when the senior tailback sat out
injuries. White is built on one of those
smaller lasts that have become so popu
lar among collegiate tailbacks, 6'0" and
180 and able to run holes in the wind.
Last season, he had runs of 79 and 60
yards, leading his coach to testify, "He's
one of the best breakaway threats I've
ever seen."
And yet White may have to split op
portunity with Lynn Cain, a 205pounder who has been lame with a
knee injury for two seasons but now
pronounces himself fit as a fiddle and
ready to roll. Cain was the talk of the
West Coast as a junior college halfback
in 1974. For further confusion, Robinson
calls fullback Mosi Tatupu (7.0 per
early) his "best all-around back."
Terry Miller, the Oklahoma State ter
ror, finished
fourth in the Heisman
Trophy voting last season, behind Dorsett, Bell, and Rob Lytle of Michigan, the
consensus All-America running backs.
All have burnt up their eligibility.
Miller has 4.4 speed, exceptional for
195 pounds, and he seems fiercest
when the challenge is greatest. Against
Oklahoma last season, an outfit noted
for its hardrock defense, Miller rushed
159 yards. He followed with 228 yards
against Missouri. Add Nebraska, Kansas
State, and Iowa State to that string and
Miller averaged 191 running yards in

Earl Campbell, Texas' 230-pound crusher.

Jack Thompson launches the WSU aerial
attack.

Guy Benjamin was among top 5 passers
in '76.

those five games.
Miller, who actually plays in long
panty girdles (to prevent pulled leg
muscles), is one of 20 college runners
returning to the track after 1,000-yard
seasons in 1976. Elvis Peacock, from that
Oklahoma speed stable, didn't; but then
he is in a situation like that of Johnny
Davis and Tony Nathan of Alabama and
Alois Blackwell of Houston—their Wish
bone or Veer attacks utilize so many
different runners that they don't get as
many running opportunities as some of
their contemporaries. Like Miller and
Jerome Persell of Western Michigan, for
example; the latter averaged 27 carries
as a sophomore last season, cashing
them for 150 yards each Saturday.
Mike Williams, a 215-pound junior
from New Mexico, is another with a
heavy work load and he gains 112 yards
weekly and is an effective receiver as
well. Ben (Go-Go) Gariy of Southern
Mississippi is not as large (197), but he's
durable enough to carry 20 times a
game and average 5.2 yards per try.
Two of the busiest backs in the land
are from
the same conference and
have comparable dimensions—George
Woodard, the Texas A&M fullback who
plays anywhere from
230 to 250 •
pounds, and Earl Campbell, his coun
terpart at rival Texas, a 230-pound
crusher who vows he'll be at full gallop
for his senior season after a bout with
bruises last year. Adding to the awe
generally accorded Campbell is the fact
that he'll probably run wide this fall, as
well as smashing the middle. The
Longhorn offense, under new coach

Fred Akers, will junk the Wishbone for
the Veer attack with Campbell stationed
as one of the deep backs.
Also from that sector of the country is
a big (225) groundhog named Derrick
Jensen, whose dogged travels on behalf
of the modest University of TexasArlington team have escaped national
recognition.
There are legions of others. Consider
North Carolina State's Ted Brown who
has gained 2,000 college yards and, he's,
still a junior! Roscoe Colesis one of those
pint-sized rascals (5'9", 167) who must
handle Wishbone blocking in addition
to his travels, averaged 5.4 yards per
carry and 101.7 yards per game for Vir
ginia Tech, and that's the same play av
erage as Theotis Brown, the UCLA
junior dasher.
Yale's nifty John Pagliaro brings a
5.7-yard average into his senior season.
Ohio's Arnold Welcher has put two
1,000-yard seasons back-to-back. Jeff
Logan served his two-year apprentice
ship at Ohio State well, although hid
den by the considerable shadow of Ar
chie Griffin. Inheriting the Buckeye's
travel business department last season,
Logan knocked off 106 yards per game
and now enjoys his own pedigree.
Other members of that magic 1,000yard club are Kim Kruis of William and
Maiy; Ben Cowins, with a gaudy 6.3 av
erage at Arkansas; Dexter Green, who
has two seasons left at Iowa State; Kevin
McLee, the Georgia cracker; Calvin
Prince of Louisville; James McDougald
of Wake Forest; Mike Harkrader of In
diana (the latter two are sophomores!);
continued on 6t
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THIS IS

A TEST AD.
Dennis Johnson of Mississippi State is th
third-leading returning rusher in the SEC

IF YOU FLUNK, RUN-DON'T WALK-TO YOUR NEAREST INDEPENDENT
SAFECO INSURANCE AGENT.
1. While you were off water-skiing
in Tahoe, anice storm knocked out
the electricity on your property.
When you returned, you opened the
door of your freezer and whamo—
a lot of spoiled food poured out onto
a rug. Will astandard homeowners
policy reimburse you for the
spoiled food? • Yes •No
4. When you tried to start your car
this morning, you foundthe battery
was as dead as a doornail. So you
borrowed your neighbor's car to go
to work. If you had an accident,
which policy would cover the
. situation?
• A. Your auto policy • B. Your
neighbor's policy• C. Neither policy

Kevin McLee of Georgia was the Bulldogs' first 1,000-yard rusher in 25 y

The SEC
Offensive Stars ln'77
by Rey Edmondson, Jacksonville JOURNAL

S

ix super running backs—eachbig,
fast and determined—will be key
men in the race for the 1977
Southeastern Conference champion
ship.
Each has rolled up large gobs of
yardage in the past, and each has his
supporters as the premier back in a
league of premier backs. Listed al
phabetically:
• CHARLES ALEXANDER, Louisi
ana State, junior, 6'1", 214, has run the
100 in 9.4 and last season in a BACKUP
role to Terry Robiskie he ran 155 times
for 876 yards and a 5.7 average.
• JOHNNY DAVIS, Alabama, senior,
6'l", 227, has led the Crimson Tide
rushers the past two seasons, carrying
123 times for 820 yards and a 6.7 aver
age as a sophomore, 119 times for 668
4t

yards and a 5.6 average last year. He's
never lost a yard during his college
• DENNIS JOHNSON, Mississippi
State, senior, 6'4", 235, led the Bulldogs
last season with 152 carries for 859
yards and a 5.7 average, and he set the
school one-game rushing record as a
freshman against Memphis State with
26 carries for 198 yards.
• KEVIN McLEE, Georgia, senior,
6 0", 195, became Georgia's first 1,000yard rusher since 1942 Heisman Trophy
winner Frankie Sinkwich last year when
he carried 218 times for 1,058 yards and
a 4.9 average. As a sophomore he ran
166 times for 806 yards and a 4.9 aver
age. Those two seasons he scored a
total of 16 touchdowns.
• ROD STEWART, Kentucky, junior,

b 2 , 203, led the Wildcats'great come
back season as a sophomore, running
146 times for 711 yards and a 4.9 aver
age, then topped off the campaign in
the Peach Bowl against North Carolina
by carrying 19 times for 104 yards.
• WILLIE WILDER, Florida, senior.
61", 195, has run a 9.5 100 and last year
blossomed into the Gators' best runner
in a stable of good runners,carrying 101
times for 654 yards, a 6.5 average and
nine touchdowns. His 91-yard scoring
jaunt against tough Mississippi State
was the longest run from scrimmage by
any collegiate back in 1976.
There are a horde of other running
backs in the league who're just a tad
behind that sextet in credentials, and
several of them could prove to be just
continued on 13t

2. Flora S. lives on a college cam
pus 100miles fromhome. Yesterday
someone broke intoher room and
took a $300 stereo, a $200 watch,
and a $100 tape recorder. Flora did
not have her own insurance on this
property, but she thought her par
ents did. If the parents had ahome
owners policy, would shebe covered?
• Yes • No

5. Your 87-year-old mother fell
down the basement stairs of your
home while visiting you over the
Thanksgiving holiday.She fractured
her hip andran upsome heftymed
ical bills. Will your homeowners
policy cover it? •Yes •No

3. Your 18-year-old son is an oc
casional operator of your car. He
enrolls in a university200 miles away
from home. But he does nottake the
car with him. What effect would this
have on your rates?
• A. None •B. Reduced
• C. Increased

6. You own a small, two-wheel
trailer that you use to haul grass
clippings to thedump. It'sonly worth
$100 so you don't insure it for com
prehensive or collision coverage.
As a result, the trailerisn't described
on yourpolicy. On theway back from
the dump, the trailer breaks loose
from your car, crosses the center
line, and sideswipes a car going in
the oppositedirection. Is the damage
covered by your auto insurance
policy? •Yes • No

7. Which of the following damages
would not be coveredby broad form
fire and extended coverage?• A.
Airplane crashes into your garage
• B. Your sewer backed upand ran
afoul •C. Your lawnneeds replacing
after the kid next door ran over it in
his car

8. Dorothy C. went downtown to

cash her paycheck and pay two bills.
She paid the bills and came straight
home. But when she counted the
money, shediscovered that$20 was
missing. Is this loss covered under
her homeowners? • Yes •No

ANSWERS: (1) NO. (2) YES. (3) B. (4) A & B. (5) YES. (6) YES. (7) B. (8) NO. COVERAGES WILL VARY ACCORDING TO RULES AND REGULATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL STATES.

SAFECO

and Ron Rowland of Washington.
And for sleepers, remember the
names of Charles Alexander of LSI),
Dennis Johnson of Mississippi State,
Steve Atkins of Maryland (who averaged
151 yards in four games before he got
hurt), and two other injured players:
David "Deacon"Turner (982yards in 6 1/2
games) of San Diego State, and Bruce
Gibson (733 yards in 51/2 games) of
Pacific.
Wes Chandler, the Florida whirlwind,
may be considered a handicapped
player by some, because he is a wide
receiver in a Wishbone offense, a posi
tion that serves as a decoy more than
an active participant. Chandler caught
44 passes last season and averaged a
sensational 22 yards per catch. His wild
helter-skelter sprints (he broke five tack
les in a 64-yard run against Auburn)
also are utilized in punt and kickoff re
turns, and he may be the most danger
ous game-breaker in the land. In this
category also are Ozzie Newsome, who
plays tight end, split end, and kick re
turner for Alabama; Joe Stewart, Mis
souri's slotback; and Arthur Whittington
of Southern Methodist, a lean whippet
who leads all returnees in all-purpose
running.
And goodness knows the potential of
Johnny "Lam" (from hometown of
Lampasas) Jones, the Olympic sprinter
who will be at his new post of flanker
(beware of those screen passes and re
verses) for the Texas Longhorns.
Other outstanding players are scat
tered all over the landscape. There's
John Jefferson, big and fast and strong,

from the ordinary.
,, ,fT
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Arizona State's big, fast and strong John Jefferson keeps defenses busy.
at Arizona State, Preston Dennard of
New Mexico, USC's Randy Simmrin, and
TCU's Mike Renfro. Split end Philip
Logan is South Carolina's third all-time
career receiver, and is blazingly quick.
Last year's third most productive
catcher, Doug Cunningham of Rice, re
turns for his senior season,but he no
longer has Tommy Kramer throwing to
him.
Mike Levenseller of Washington State,
last season's fourth
leading receiver!
will have veteran quarterback Jack
Thompson on the launching end, and
Thompson was the third collegiate
passer last year as a sophomore. Re
ceiver Dan Doornink, also of Washing
ton State, has the same happy situation.
Another top West Coast quarterback,
Stanford's Guy Benjamin, was one of
three Pac-8 players ranked in the top
five nationally in passing.
Illinois State's Jeff Gowan has the

same problem as Cunningham: his
passer graduated. But Army's tall Clennie Brundidge will have Leamon Hall
throwing to him again, and Todd Christensen, Brigham Young's big fullback
again will catch Gifford Nielsen, who
may become the most prolific career
passer in college histoiy. He needs 288-4
yards to break the career record of John
Reeves of Florida.
Nielsen is the classic dropback pass
er, tall enough at 6'5" to see over the
rushers. His agility is supported by his
background of two years as a basketball
starter at Brigham Young.
Then, there are the two-way quarter
backs like Rodney Allison of Texas Tech.
Danny Davis of Houston, and Noel
Mazzone of New Mexico, all of whom
combine rushing talent with passing.
Rick Leach of Michigan, for example,
averaged 7.7 yards every time he took
the snap, either running or passing, and
Allison averaged 7.1.
And don't overlook Pitt's Matt
Kavanaugh, 1977Sugar BowlMVP, who hit
59 percent of his passes when not hand
ing off to Dorsett.
Ken MacAfee, the Notre Dame moun
tain, was almost everybody's
AllAmerica choice as tight end last year.
His challengers this season, if' anv
should dare, may include Jim Moore of
Ohio State, who missed nine 19T6
games with a knee injury, William Gav
of Southern Cal, and George Freitas of
California.
Offensive linemen generally are the
most anonymous players at any level.
If I robbed a bank, I'd hide out in the
offensive line," said one Southwestern
coach. "Unless you jump offside, no
body notices you."
But there were enough coaches and
scouts and pressboxers who noticed
Chris Ward of Ohio State and Mark
Donahue of Michigan last season to
vote them consensus All-America tackcontinued on 1 6t
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Heineken. Holland's finest.
America's numberone
imported beer.
Light or dark.
In bottles or on draft.
Exclusive U.S. Importers:
Van Munching & Co., Inc., N.Y., N.Y.

Heineken tastes tremendous-no wonder it's number one.

by Pete Finney, New Orleans STATES-ITEM

I

f you could draw one up, you'd like him to be about
6'2"> 190, a rangy guy who can run a 4.5 40 and have
at least a B-plus average.
The free safety is the quarterback of the defense. It s a
constant battle of wits, not only between him and the
quarterback, but between him and the opposing offen8,HeCneeds the intelligence to make mini-second ad
justments, he needs the speed and the range to cover a
{vide area of real estate, and he has one recurring longsize headache: making the tackle on the opt.onplay.
The option, something like the outs.de veer pioneered
by the University of Houston, placesmoredemands on the
college free safety than on his pro counterpart. Actually,
he is seldom what you call free." With the option preva

lent,defensive backs always must be alert to key the run,
and, in the case of the free safety, it's essential to have a
"can't miss" tackier.
From his station approximately 10 yards behind the
line of scrimmage—lined up with the quarterback—the
free safety is the tackle on the outside veer, that is,
either on the quarterbackor onthe pitchman. Manytimes
it gets to be a one-on-one situation when the quarter
back fakes to the halfback, angling between tackle and
end, and then either keeps or pitches to the trailing
back. With the cornerback taken deep by an outside re
ceiver, with the defensive end and tackle frozen by the
fake, it can come down to the strong safety and free
safety in one-on-one battles with the quarterback and
trailing halfback.
continued On 11t
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The winning team

FBEE SAFETY

from America's most entertaining
couple ...Mr and Mrs "T.

When the final score goes up, you'll always
find the cocktail mixes from Mr and Mrs "T" the
winner—that's because they make the perfect
drink everytime!
So, at home or away, always pick one from
the "winning team" and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to entertain with Mr and Mrs "T"

Basically, there are five receivers who
can come from the offensive alignment.
If a team is using a four-deep secondary
and committing three of those players
to "man defense" and two of the front
line (linebackers) to "man" coverage,
then there is a free man left in the sec
ondary. In this case, the term "free" is
applicable.
The four-deep scheme of play is
probably the most popular today. The
free safety and strong safety are usually
interchangeable. However, as a rule, the
free safety usually is the faster and
quicker of the two, so his talents are
needed more in the middle of the sec
ondary rather than to one side of the
offense.
In the three-deep scheme, eight
players stay relatively close to the line
of scrimmage, the remaining three de
fending the deep and outside passing
zones. The free
safety usually plays

deeper (12-to-15 yards) in the threedeep than he does in the four-deep.
Maryland's Jerry Claiborne, a threedeep proponent, acknowledges there
are some holes in the scheme—a good
passer can hit the short ones—but he
feels it provides the soundest coverage
to stop the long touchdown pass. On
the basic coverage, the tackles are the
contain men while the ends drop off to
cover the outside zones. Most always
the safety acts as the centerfielder.
Most teams employ a variety of dis
guise coverages. Against a strong run
ning team, they will move into "man"
coverage, one that allows good pressure
from the ends and tackles, the safety
being responsible for the tight end in
the event of a pass. In the three-deep,
when teams blitz their front eight, the
same responsibility exists; that is, the
safety is responsible for the tight end,
the corners for the outside receivers.

continued from 9t

Larry Wilson, who starred at the Uni
versity of Utah before going on to addi
tional fame as a free safety in the pros,
says the secret to defensive football is
knowing what the other ten men are
doing. If you know you have inside
help, for example, it allows you to play
a receiver pretty tough to his outside
and dare him to run inside. "There are
two different styles of going back," says
Wilson. "One is to backpedal, when you
just go straight back still facing the line.
To me, it's the best because you' remain
square. You don't turn your body, so
you're able to go either way quickly.
The other way is like a basketball player
when you turn and slide. I don't like
this way because it's tougher to change
directions."
Wilson feels the hardest thing for a
safety to recognize is the fly pattern be
cause most receivers break outside,
break inside, or hook. It makes a safety
used to dropping back 12' to 14 yards
hold up. This second's hesitancy can be
fatal. "You have to keep your feet mov
ing," explains Wilson, "because once
you stop your feet and a guy comes by
you, you're in trouble."
Among the most important skills for a
safety are anticipation and range, along
with speed, of course. Because of the
ever-present demand of having to come
up and make a tackle on the option, the
college safety must be able to recover,
that is, change courses when the out
side option suddenly becomes a pass.
This changes his assignment from mak
ing a tackle at the line of scrimmage.
This alone makes it one of the most
demanding jobs of the 22 positions, of
fense and defense. More often than not,
a free safety in college has more oneon-one chances in six-point plays—
making a tackle or breaking up a
pass—than anyone else.
He starts out in a relaxed position,
one that allows him to move in any of
four directions. He must be able to
bring everyone on the field into his vi
sion, first keying the action and flow of
the ball and then the receivers' actions.
The want ad would read something
like this: Must be accurate open field
tackier; able to trap runners or force
them against the sideline; must be able
to quickly recognize individual pass
routes before they materialize; must
understand
pass-pattern
strategy;
should be able to anticipate passer's
target; should be a smart, hustling
leader-type athlete, a centerfielder with
a lot more responsibilities.
Other than that, not much is re
quired.
(£
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MAKE YOUR OWN
TV SCHEDULE.

Sony's Betamax can automatically videotape
your favorite show for you to play back anytime you want.
Now you can watch anything you want
to watch anytime you want to watch it.
Because Sony's revolutionary Betamax
deck—which hooks up to any television set
—can automatically videotape your favorite
show (even when you're not home) for you to
play back anytime you
want.
What's more, you can
reuse our two-hour tape
cassettes simply by
recording over them.
But possibly the
most amazing

thing of all is this:
Now you can actually see two programs
that are on at the same time. Because
Betamax can videotape something off one
channel while you're watching another
channel. So, after you're finished watching
one show, you can play back a tape of the
other show.
Imagine. Watching the Late Show
in the morning.
Or a soap opera
in the evening.
Or whatever whenever.
What power!

BETAMAX*

"IT'S A SONY"

SEC Offensive Stars
as valuable as the season progresses.
• FRANK
MORDICA,
Vanderbilt,
sophomore, 6'0", 190, has run the 100 in
9.5 and the 40 in 4.35 (pro scouts doing
the clocking on that latter amazing
sprint). In a 34-10 triumph over Air
Force he ran 23 times for 148 yards.
• TONY NATHAN, Alabama, junior,
6'2", 198, was Alabama's No. 2 rusher
last year with 480 yards on 75 carries for
a 6.4 average, and he led the triumph
over Auburn by running 12 times for
141 yards.
• WILLIE McCLENDON, Georgia,
junior, 6'2", 194, is a 9.7 sprinter who
averaged 5.3 yards per cariy in a backup
role last year and blossomed in the
spring to form a tremendous one-two
punch with Kevin McLee.
• JOE CRIBBS, 5 10", 185, and FOS
TER CHRISTY, 6'2", 198, are a pair of
sophomores who head Auburn's plans
for a comeback in '77. Each started sev
eral games as a freshman
last year.
• TONY GREEN, 5'8", 183, and
EARL CARR, 6'l", 205, are a pair of
seniors who team with Wilder and
quarterback Terry LeCount to give
Florida what is probably the nation's
fastest starting backfield, college or pro.
They average 9.65 in the 100, 4.52 in the
40.
Green has 1,894 career rushing yards
and a 5.8 average, while Carr averaged
8.6 yards per cariy last year in a reserve
role.
• JAMES STOREY, Ole Miss, senior,
6'0", 203, is supported by the Ole Miss
staff as the best blocker in the SEC, and
he's rushed for 729 yards and a 4.2 av
erage over the past two seasons.
But the SEC has more than running
backs. It's doubtful if any conference
has three better receivers than the
SEC's Big Three.
• WES CHANDLER, Florida, senior,
6'0", 188, won All-America honors last
year when he caught 44 passes for 967
yards, 10 touchdowns and a 22.0 aver• OZZIE
NEWSOME,
Alabama,
senior, 6'3", 210, is a fourth-year regular
for the Crimson Tide, alternating be
tween split end and tight end. He's
caught 66 passes for 1,266 yards and a
19.2 average.
• MARTIN COX, Vanderbilt, senior,
6'0", 175, was the league's No. 3 receiver
last year behind Chandler and consen
sus All-America Larry Seivers of Tennes
see, catching 38 passes for 738 yards
and a 19.4 average.
• CURTIS WEATHERS, Ole Miss,
junior 6'5", 219, has been the Rebels'

continued from 4t

• BRUCE THREADGILL, Mississippi
State, senior, 6'0", 185, had 1,361 yards

tackle, 6'4", 261, consistently graded out
the highest on the offensive line as a
sophomore and is described as being
physically fearsome.
• BRENT WATSON, senior tackle,
6'5", 250, and ROBERT SHAW, junior
center, 6'4", 233, were the brightest
spring spots at Tennessee.
• MIKE
BIRDSONG,
Vanderbilt,

Curtis Weathers, top tight end for Ole
Miss.

Tennessee's offensive tackle Brent Wat
son is one of the best.

of total offense last year, completing 45
of 89 passes for 807 yards and running
160 times for 554 net yards.
• DERRICK RAMSEY, Kentucky,
senior, 6'5", 222, had 1,430 yards of total
offense last year, hitting on 51 of 103
passes for 659 yards and running 187
times for 771 yards and a 4.1 average.

senior tackle, 6'5": 272, switched from
center in the spring and won the offen
sive team's spirit award and impressed
his coaches at the new position.

tight end since his freshman
year and
has used his height and speed for sev
eral spectacular performances, includ
ing a four-catch, 76-yard day against Al
abama.
And there are severed standout quar
terbacks in the league.

• JEFF RUTLEDGE, Alabama, junior,
6'2", 200, shared first-team quarterback
duties last year and still amassed 1,018
yards of total offense, completing 62 of
109 passes for 979 yards and netting 39
yards rushing.
• PAT RYAN, Tennessee, senior,
6'3", 207, could be a key man in the
Vols' rebuilding drive under new Coach
Johnny Majors.
Five offensive lineman are rated by
their coaches as being close to the best
players on their squads.
• ROBERT DUGAS, LSU, junior

• GEORGE
COLLINS,,
Georgia,
senior guard, 6'4", 225, moves from the
left side to right guard this year, and the
last two men to play that position at
Georgia won All-America honors: Randy
Johnson and Joel Parrish. It's a key po
sition in the Dooley offensive scheme,
and the Georgia coaches feel Collins
would have won All-SEC honors last
year if he hadn't been overshadowed by
Parrish and All-America tackle Mike
Wilson.
You won't hear the names Collins
and Dugas as often this season as you
will names of the running backs,but you
wouldn't hear as much about McLee
and Alexander if it weren't for people
like Collins and Dugas. 0
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Pendleton, USA. It's o world of better sportsweor for the octlve mon.
Sportswear with the vitolity and comfort of 100% virgin wool. Created with
the core for quality and value that's been o part of our world for four
generations. Experience Pendleton. USA. For further information write
Dept. Tl. Pendleton Woolen Mills. Portland, Oregon 97201.

Pendleton USA

continued from 6t
les. Donahue especially, with his 275pound hulk, is hard to overlook. But
Michigan has at least a couple other of
fensive linemen worthy of note, which
could be the reason the Wolverines
were the nation's leading offensive and
rushing team last season. Bill Dufek,
another tackle, and center Walt Down

Chevy
Chevstte
43731

EDA LII/^UIAIAV'CDA /~ITV
EPA
HIGHWAY EPA CITY ESTIMATE

Smile: You've just read the
highest EPA estimates for any
car built in America. Ever.
Chevy Chevette with
available 1.6-litre engine and
standard manual transmission.
EPA figures are estimates.The mile
age you get will vary depending on
your type of driving, driving habits,
car's condition and available equip
ment. In California, EPA figures are
lower.
Cal's George Freitas is a solid tight end.

I love tobacco.
I don't smoke.
My tobacco pleasure is Smokeless. That means I get full tobacco enjoyment
without lighting up, or tying up my hands. And you can too. With Copenhagen for
straight tobacco taste. Or with my favorite, Skoal, with the wintergreen flavor.
Then, of course, there's mild Happy Days Mint, for you guys that are just begin
ning. All three are dated for freshness. So just take a pinch and put it in between
your cheek and gum. You'll see that going smokeless is a mighty nice way to enjoy
tobacco, and mighty relaxing too.
If you can't find any of these fine brands at your local store, or if you're interested
in just trying a few free pinches, write to; "Smokeless Tobacco',' U.S. Tobacco
Company, Dept. TD007, Greenwich, Conn. 06830. We'll tell you where to find
"Smokeless Tobacco" in your area. And we'll send you a
free sample in the mail.

Smokeless tobacco.
A pinch is all it takes.

ing, both 6'4" and 250, were All-Big Ten
selections last year..
The Pac Eight will field
tour re
spected forwards in Gus Coppens,
UCLA tackle, Gordon King, a Stanford
tackle, center Blair Bush of Washington,
and Pat Howell of Southern Cal, a
guard. Colorado nominates three offen
sive linemen for your approval—Steve
Hakes, Matt Miller, and Leon White.
All-America selectors also will keep
eyes peeled for the blocks of Dan Irons,
Texas Tech tackle; Ernie Hughes, a
Notre Dame guard; Tom Brzoza, Pitt's
tackle who may shift to center; Greg
Jorgensen, a Nebraska guard; Craig
Duhe of LSU, along with five
other
Southeastern stars, Robert Shaw and
Brent Watson of Tennessee, Mark Trogdon of Mississippi State, George Collins
of Georgia, and Eric Smith of Southern
Mississippi.
Kick scoring? Forget it. Tony Franklin,
a barefoot soccer-style (although he
never played) placekicker from Texas
A&M, has two seasons remaining. His
ten field goals from at least 50 yards al
ready is the all-time career high among
major college booters.
No, with Dorsett and Bell and Lytle
and Kramer gone, college football of
fense may never be the same. It may be
more so.
A

And keep on smiling, there's
more.
Chevette has more head
room than many mid-size cars.
More horsepower this year.
A hatchback that opens up
over 26 cu. ft. of carrying space.
One of the tightest turning
circles of any car in the world.
A diagnostic connector for
quick electronic service checks.
A service manual written for
do-it-yourselfers.

And nearly 6,000 Chevy
dealers everywhere.
If 43 and 31 are your kind
of figures, stop by a Chevy
dealer soon.
He has some more
numbers you'll like too:
Chevette's price.

It'll driveyou
happy

r

when Memphis State has the ball

when OSe Miss has the ball
OLE MISS OFFENSE
1
58
60
55
63
64
85
10
20
21
35

ROBERT FABRIS
JIMMY HAWKINS
MICKEY THAMES
CHUCK COMMISKEY
RANDY WHITE
TERRENCE WALKER
CURTIS WEATHERS
BOBBY GARNER
LEON PERRY
JAMES STOREY
LES KIMBROUGH

THE REBELS
1 Fabris
2 Day
3 Fabris
4 Langley
5 Coates
6 Stewart
7 Jones
8 Rollins
9 Foster
10 Garner

SE
FS
FS
KS
QB
CB
SS
QB
FLK
QB

15Caccamo
SS
17 Lavinghouze KS
18 Ellis
QB
19 Cain
FS
20 Perry
TB
21 Storey
FB
22 Woullard
TB
23 Gordon
FB
28 Butera
TB
29 Sweet
FLK

SE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
TB
FB
FLK

MEMPHIS STATE DEFENSE

MEMPHIS STATE OFFENSE

60
54
76
97
99
53
86
34
42
40
24

19
74
77
57
67
79
81
7
33
23
21

TIM CRUSE
BUD SIPFLE
SAM HURST
WAYNE WEEDEN
MARK ALLISON
KEITH BUTLER
TOMMY BATEMAN . .
JARVIS GREEN
KEITH SIMPSON
JAMES STEWART
BOB ORIANS

34 Miller
35 Kimbrough
36 Williams
39 Miller
40 Dotson
43 Coleman
44 Hatch
47 Householde
48 Phillips
50 Traxler

69 Johnson
70 Harvey
72 Thornton
76 McGraw
81 Smith
82 McNeal
84 Cole
85 Weather;
88 Denny
89 Peel
94 Niebuhr
95 Cage

ERNEST GRAY
DAVID CROWELL
BOB BLACKMON
MIKE ZDANCEWICZ
GREG VORAN
RANDY SMALLEY
BILL AUSTIN
LLOYD PATTERSON
JAMES KING
EDDIE HILL
KEITH WRIGHT

12
15
17
18
19
21

FL
DB
DB

Haimovil
Owens
Bennett
King
Gray
Wright
OFFICIALS

JACKSON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

N2

6186

WR
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
TB
FB
FLK

THE TIGERS
1 Wright
3 Webb
4 Graves

Umpire
Linesman

22 Cage
23 Hill
24 Oriat

>>

OLE MISS DEFENSE

RB
FB
. DB
DB
RB
RB
DB
DB
RB
DB
DB
DB
WR

44 Pride
45 Glover
48 Smith
49 Bell
51 Orum
52 Carman
53 Butler
54 Sipfle
55 Snodgras
56 Scatamac
57 Zdancevt
58 Bowden
60 Cruse

14
95
94
99
65
84
43
7
6
40
2

GEORGE PLASKETES . .
CHARLIE CAGE
BRYAN NIEBUHR
LAWRENCE JOHNSON
BOB GREFSENG
EDDIE COLE
KEM COLEMAN
GARY JONES
JOEL STEWART
AL DOTSON
WILLIAM DAY

MAGNAVOX

W

TOUCH-TUNE
TIME
NOW*—JUST IN TIME FOR
FOOTBALL SEASON-BIG
SAVINGS WHEN YOU TRADE IN
YOUR OLD TV FOR A NEW
MAGNAVOX TOUCH-TUNE COLOR
TELEVISION.
|P=1 YOU TUNE WITH THE
ll'Jlfjjl PRECISION OF A
' ™ COMPUTER...WITH
THE EASE OF A PUSH-BUTTON
TELEPHONE.

TRADE
AND
SAVE

liPr 1977 FOOTBALL RECORD
l|PP MANUAL JUST FOR TOUCHING
llPh TOUCH-TUNE TELEVISION.
*AT PARTICIPATING MAGNAVOX DEALERS AUG. 21-OCT. 8.

QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL

hen exuberant football crowds
fill stadia with choruses of
"Dee-fence! Dee-fence!" they
show that fans have at last come to ap
preciate a hallowed truism that cagey
coaches have long been preaching: in
order towin footballgames, youfirst have
to avoid losing them. The recent shift of
public and press attention to the defen
sive stalwarts of the game is fitting, be
cause athletic ability (both the raw and
refined kinds) is needed as much on one
side of the line of scrimmage as on the
other.
And, fortuitously, this appears to be a
season when more and better defensive
beef is present on the nation's playing
fields than any year in memory—maybe
ever. In fact, this could be the year when
the judges who award the Heisman
Trophy will at last give that honor to a
player who does something other than
run, catch, or throw.
Ifthe Heismani's awardedto adefensive
player this fall, it will likely be a lineman,
because that seems tobe the area withthe
biggest overload ofsuperstuds. EndsRoss

TOP
DEFENSIVE
PLAYERSIN
THE NATION
by Anson Mount, PLAYBOY
Browner and Willie Fry of Notre Dame,
tackles Ruben Vaughan of Colorado,Walt
Underwood of Southern California, Larry
Bethea of MichiganState, Randy Holloway
of Pittsburgh, Manu Tuiasosopo of UCLA,
Brad Shearer ofTexas, and middleguards
Reggie Kinlaw of Oklahoma and Aaron
Brown of Ohio State are the players likely

to get the most press attention, because
they play for big name schools.But there
are plenty of topgrade defensive linemen
on the lesscelebrated squads too. Defen
sive ends Art Still of Kentucky, KenSheets
of North Carolinaand SteveGroves of Ohio
University would be standouts on any
team. So would tackles Larry Gillard of
continued on 19t

A Ruben Vaughanputs teethin Coloradode
fense.
UCLA's Jerry Robinson, a linebacker de
luxe.
•

NATION'S TOP DEFENSIVE PLAYERS

ABOUT THE AUTHOR-Anson Mount helped to found Playboy Magazine in early 1952 and has authored the publication's annual Pigskin Preview article on collegiate
football forthepast20years. Mount, 52,lives with hiswife, Nancy,a former professional golfer, and family onan 80-acretractofvirgintimbernearhis nativeWhiteBluff.TN.

Seeing Tony Dorsett
."again, cutting and slicing his,
way toltie Heisman Trophy.
Watching Rickie Bell turn the
corner one more time and
running for daylight.These
are the kinds of great j^ays
featuredcTi the Firajrfap's
Fund flashbacks. Ana you'll
see t.hem during halftime on

I
^

o|your local Independent
ksurance Agents.Tfoey repre' jis^nt many fine insurance
Ejcompanies, including ours,
it' Which makes them the ones
£|,to see to insure youm^pne, ear
/ y life or business.
IPp -•
So sit back and take a
second look at last season.
s
ail the ABC'MCAA telecasts
With
all
the great plays, it's
listed below.
, certainly worth it.
3S
Fireman's Fund brings
t

Mississippi State, Dee Hardison of North
Carolina, Bruce Thornton of Illinois,
Andre Anderson of New Mexico State,
Steve Midboe of Minnesota, and middle
guards Don Latimer of Miami (Florida)
and Gary Don Johnson of Baylor.
A few defensivelinemen will merit spe
cial attention for unusual reasons. End
Burl Toler of California weighs only 200
pounds, which makes him a midget
among moderndefensive behemoths,but
he plays like a maniac. "He's terrific—
unbelievable," saysone scout,"I just wish
he were fifty pounds heavier."
Bubba Green of North Carolina State is
only a sophomore, but he wrought so
much damage on opposing teams as a
freshman starter last season that his
coaches insist he could become the best
in the land before his senior year.
Dennis Harrison of Vanderbilt, trans
ferred from tackle to end for his senior
season, could—belatedly—become one
of the premier defensive linemen in the
country. At 6'8", 270, Harrison is an awe
some physical specimen with astonish
ing speed and agility.
And keep an eye on Iowa State. The
Cyclones have an embarrassment of
riches in their defensive line with three
tackles who are capable of winning All-

you these highlights on behalf
Saturday, Sept. 10
Monday, Sept. 12
Saturday, Sept. 17

Saturday, Sept. 24

Saturday, Oct. 1
Saturday, Oct. 8
Saturday, Oct. 15

Notre Dame at Pittsburgh
UCLA at Houston
Alabama at Nebraska
Iowa State at Iowa
Brown at Yale
San Diego State at Arizona
Oklahoma at Ohio State
Maryland at Penn State
Massachusetts at Harvard
Brigham Young at Utah State
To be announced
To be announced
Alabama at USC
To be announced

Saturday, Oct. 22

To be announced

Saturday, Oct. 29

To be announced

Saturday, Nov. 5

To be announced

Saturday, Nov. 12
Saturday, Nov. 19
Friday, Nov. 25

To be announced
Ohio State at Michigan
Nebraska at Oaklahoma
USC at UCLA
To be announced
Army/Navy
Houston at Texas A&M
Gator Bowl
Sugar Bowl

Saturday, Nov. 26
Saturday, Dec. 3
Friday, Dec. 30
Monday, Jan. 2

''Schedule may vary ii your area. Check your local newspaper.
5 Additional regular season games—schedule and dates to be announced.

FLASHBACKS ON ABC-TV

Fireman's Fund Insurance Companies. Home Office: San Francisco.
Look for your Fireman's Fund Agent in the Yellow Pages.

Art Still has

talking in Bluegrass Coun-

American honors: Tom Randall, Ron
McFarland, and Mike Stensrud.
Though J.C. transfers usually have a
better chance to win immediate stardom
than incoming freshmen (especially in
the defensive line), a few raw rookieswill
make theirdebut thisseason with enough
native ability to become first year starters
and future superstars. Among them are
John Odell of Kansas, Frank Warren of
Auburn, Nick Westerberg of OregonState,
and Carlos Collaza of Oklahoma State.
Three of last year's most coveted high
school defensive linemen enrolled in
Pacific Eight schools. Brian Holloway
went to Stanford (all the way from
Potomac, Maryland), CurtMarsh enrolled
at Washington, and Pat Graham opted for
California
Houston and LouisianaState each got a
couple of nuggets in the recruiting wars;
linemen Darrell Shepard and Hosea
Taylor went to Houston while Benjy
Thibodeaux and George Atiyeh enrolled
at LSU.
Linebackers havea betterchance towin
recognition than other defensive per
formers, probably because their feats are
more visible andthey canbe in the thickof
the action whetherthe other team passes

or runs the ball. Linebackers who
appear—at season's opening—to have
the best chance for post-season honors
are Tom Cousineau of Ohio State, Jerry
Robinson of UCLA, Lucius Sanford of
Georgia Tech,John Andersonof Michigan
and Ben Zambiasi of Georgia. Sanford,
Anderson and Robinson are all relatively
small astop-flight linebackers go (all three
are in the 215-lb. range), but all are fierce
tacklers and have theinstinct to get to the
ball with blinding quickness. Other
linebackers who, with a good season for
both them and theirteams, could win na
tional honors are Daryl Hunt of Oklaho
ma, Ron Hostetler of Penn State, Danny
Bunz of Lpng Beach, Kimmie Weaver of
Vanderbilt, Clay Matthews of Southern
Cal, Jim Kovach of Kentucky, Kem Cole
man of Mississippi, David Hodgeof Hous
ton, Rick Scudellari of Boston College,
Gordy Ceresino of Stanford, Brad Carr of
Maryland, Keith Butler of Memphis State,
Whip Walton of San Diego State, Doug
Curtis of Colgate,Carl McGee of Dukeand
Terry Lee of Cornell.
Be sure to watch the performances of
three super-soph linebackers: Scot
Brantley of Florida, Freddie Smith of Au
burn, and John Corker ofOklahoma State.
They wereso impressiveas freshmenthat
stardom seems imminent for all three.
Also keep an eye on Colorado line
backer Tom Perry; he could become this
year's most spectacular late-bloomer.
continued on 22t
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IDEAS FOR INVESTING
MONEY WISELY.

The Defensive
Outlook For The
SEC lnT7
by George Lapides, Memphis PRESS SCIMITAR

I

f high marks were awarded for candor,
then Kem Coleman and Greg Jones
should be wearing Phi Beta Kappa
keys.
' Coleman is a linebacker on the Univer
sity of Mississippi's football team. Jones
plays the same position at Tennessee.
Both know the monkey will be on their
backs this fall. Both realize that if their
teams are to have good seasons during
this footballseason, theyare goingto have
to be betterthan good.Both insist theyare
ready to meet the challenge.
Coleman's defensive help at Mississippi
will come from his sidekick at linebacker,
junior .Eddie Cole, and also from George
Plasketes and Bob Grefseng at the ends
and Lawrence Johnson at tackle.The sec
ondary remains a question mark since
every starter from last season was lost to
graduation. Gary Jones ha^ some experi
ence there, along with rising sophomore
Joel Stewart,and thecoaching staffis high
on sophomore speedster Willie Bums.

20t

At Tennessee, meanwhile, linebacker
Jones says he still isn't sure if he's re
covered from the gruelingspring practice
and the off-season workouts new head
coach Johnny Majors put the Volunteers
through.
Majors has been handingout few com
pliments to his team,but Tennessee does
have some quality players, especially on
its defensive unit. There is Jones, of
course, plus junior linebacker Craig Puki.
Russ Williams seems to have adapted to
the conversion from safety to rover and
Jim Noonan, a reserve linebackerlast sea
son, appears to have found a home at
middle guard.Tom Rowsey isestablished
in the secondary, but the defensive line
remains a question mark.
Here's a capsule look at the defensesof
other Southeastern Conference teams:
ALABAMA—The Tide lost their entire
front five to graduation. Their replace
ments will come from a trio of giants—
junior Marty Lyons, a 6' 5", 250-pounder,
sophomore William Davis, 6'4", 260pounds and Curtis McGriff, a 6' 6", 265pounder.
Alabama also has fourlinebackers who
started at one timeor anotherlast season.
The corps is led by Barry Kraus, a 6' 3",
235-pound junior who wasthe most valu
able player duringthe Tide's Liberty Bowl
victory over UCLA last winter. The secon
dary is led by senior'cornerback Mike
Tucker.
AUBURN—Frank Warren isn't listedon
the WarEagles' depth chart,but he willbe
soon. Frank is 6' 6", 256-pounds. He can
play defensive tackle or noseguard. War
ren will bea freshman at Auburn thisyear.
Although he's not ticketed to start, he
probably will soon.
The War Eagles haveenjoyed great suc
cess with freshman defensive players.
Last year, for example, head coach Doug
Barfield inserted frosh Freddie Smithinto
the startingline-up in theWar Eagles'sec
ond game of the season against Baylor.
Freddie made 17 solotackles and five as
sists, andwas named national Lineman of
the Week.Now he'sagrizzled sophomore.
Auburn's defense is young. Only six
seniors are onthe entire defensivesquad.
Only three of them start—tackle John
Smith, end Tommy Hicks and strong
safety Rick Freeman. Help has come from
sophomore Mike McQuaig, a starter at
linebacker as a freshman two years ago,
who missed all of last season with an as
sortment of injuries.
FLORIDA—Florida may have the best
trio of linebackers in the nation. Each is
continued on29t

Through the years, the Dean Witter name has come to stand
for ideas. Ideas for investing money wisely. In stocks, of course.
But also options, commodities, municipal and corporate bonds,
retirement plans and more. And Dean Witter has highly trained
specialists in these areas of investment alternatives.
That's why today Dean Witter is one of the country's largest
and most respected investment firms. And that's why people
come to Dean Witter.
This year, you'll also see Dean Witter on TV.
We're helping to sponsor telecasts
of NCAA football.

DEAN WTFTER&CO.
INCORPORATED

NATION'S TOP DEFENSIVE PLAYERS ,».n^
Possessing a plethora of physical tools,
Periy became a starter only toward the
end of his junior year.
And, as usual, there are several new
comers who will win wide acclaim as
linebackers. WesleyWilliams, a juniorcol
lege transfer, has enrolled at Arkansas
State, but all the other new faces are
freshmen. Among those most likely to
make big waves their first year are Yancey
Sutton of Florida, Mark Ippolito of LSU,
Stan Browder of Colorado and Ronald
Simmons of Florida State.
Defensive backs are divided into a be
wildering variety of sub-positions, with a
varied nomenclature that is colorful at
best and confusingat worst. Besides such
usual names as cornerback and safety,
they can also bear such titles as monster,
free safety, stinger, rover or a variety of
other lethal terms. Some coaches, es
chewing hyperbole, simply refer to them
as defensive backs.
Among those players called cornerbacks, Luther Bradley of Notre Dame,
Gerald Smallof San JoseState, Heniy Davi
son of Mississippi State, Anthony Francis
of Houston, Charles Jefferson of McNeese
State, Clinton Burrell of LSU, and Bobby
Weber of Minnesota have the most im
pressive pre-season credits. The nation's
better safetiesare Ray Griffinof Ohio State,
Zac Henderson of Oklahoma, Dwight
Hicks of Michigan, Ron Burns of Baylor,
Gary Petercuskie of Penn State, Russ Wil
liams of Tennessee, J.T. Smith of North
Texas State, Dennis Thurmanof Southern
California, and Jeff Nixon of Richmond.
Two of thenation's more impressive de
fenders with descriptive titles are rover
Bill Krug of Georgia andmonster Maurice
Harvey of Ball State. Among just plain de
fensive backs, Ralph Stringer of North
Carolina State, Larry King of Syracuse,
Mike Kramer of Alabama, and Derwin
Tucker of Illinois seem to have the best

Anthony Francis, Houston's prized comerback.
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Practical.

chances for post-season honors.
Punters are usually considered defen
sive players, primarily becausetheir skills
are called on to keep the team out of
trouble when the offensive platoon can't
produce. This year's premierpunters are
Gavin Hedrick of Washington State and
Russell Erxleben of Texas, with Dave
Jacobs of Syracuse and Mike Deutsch of
Colorado State not far behind.
Steve Little of Arkansas is not only an
excellent punter, he isalso one of thebet
ter field goal kickers. Michigan defensive
tackle John Anderson(mentioned earlier)
is also oneof the country's better punters,
and Bruce Allen (son of Washington Red

skin coach George Allen) is the pride and
joy of Richmond's coaches.
And, in conclusion, permit us to take a
flyer. Earlier in this article we opined that
this may be the year when—if sanity
prevails—the Heisman Trophywill at last
be awarded to a defensive player. He will
be an exceptional person, to be sure, and
we're convincedthat he'll befar more typ
ical oftoday's collegefootball players than
the unfortunate but pervasive public
image of the Neanderthal jock. Some of
the most admirable people we knowwear
college football uniforms on Saturday af
ternoons. Too bad more fans can't get to
know them personally.
N

Practically perfect.
After bringing you a perfectly practical
car, it should come as no surprise that we
now bring you a car that's practically perfect.
The Volkswagen Rabbit.
In February of 1976, Car and Driver said
of our car, "What we have now is a faster
Rabbit_that has benefited from step-by-step,
under-the-skin attentionto detail
—which is damn encouraging
because it shows that VW is
sending the already-excellent
Rabbit down the yearly refine

Rabbit®
Economy without sacrifice.

ment path that made the Beetle last almost
four decades. Using that system, the Rabbit
may be the world's first perfect car in just a
few short years" Last year alone, we made
17 major changesand improvements toward
making our '77 Rabbit even more perfect.
Since it was already big on room and per
formance, we added fuel-injection to help
give it easier starts, yet allow it to use an
economical grade of gas.
In a world that's far from perfect, isn't it
nice to find something that's practically there.

fflispaw
KEEP IN SHAPE II
Off-SEASON
by Del Black, Kansas City STAR

S

everal years ago, John Stucky, an
All-Big Eight Conference middle
guard from Kansas State, was on a
summer goodwill tour in Western Kan
sas. Part of the hospitality tendered
Stucky by a K-State alum was an invita
tion to spend the night at the family
farm. Stucky accepted. A farm boy him
self, Stucky was an early riser, and that
morning in August was no exception.
When the farmer went to call Stucky
for breakfast, he found John in one of
the farm buildings on his back under

the front bumper of an old pick-up
truck. To the farmer's amazement the
robust Stucky was bench pressing with
the old vehicle as the resisting force.
This is only one example of how col
legiate football players participate in
self-invented
programs or schoolsupported and National Collegiate Ath
letic Association-approved conditioning
work during the off-season.
It used to be that players sought out
work in heavy construction for summer
employment in an attempt to build

their bodies into the rock-like condition
befitting their fall-time status for grid
iron warfare. Not necessarily so today.
Organized off-season programs under
the guidance of coaches and weightlifting instructors have changed the
conditioning approach. Most schools
encourage their players to begin lifting
weights about a week after the final
football game of the season.
Many players then work with the
continued on 27t
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Whatever your sport, sex, shape or size,
we've got what you're looking for.
Be the best looking spectator in the stands
with our great selection of jeans, shirts, skirts,
jackets, tops & belts. Mix and match for
the best looking outfit around.
'
Whether it's for sports watching
or rough & tumble action.
Fall into the Gap and get it on.
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Over 250 stores. Check your local listings for the Gap nearest you.

weights at least three days a week, av
eraging an hour and 15 minutes per
session. They lift bulk based on power
lifting, employing power racks. This sys
tem can be identified with the Olympic
free-style format.
"You know, Nebraska always seemed
to have such an advantage in our con
ference because they were so much
bigger and more physical than anybody
else," recalls Sandy Buda, an assistant
coach at Kansas State. "The weight pro
gram was what was doing it. They were
before their time. Now most schools
have adopted the off-season plan and
I'd say about 10 per cent of the major
college teams have weight coaches."
The general schedule includes es
calating the three-day work to four daysa
week by mid-December. The four-day
drills are structured around two days
with the weights and the other two
concentrating on agility and running.
This phase of the program usually ex
tends to the start of spring drills.
As in any athletic endeavor, the work
the player does on his own is vital.
Crash programs are always paid for and
expensive to the individual, often cost
ing him his on-the-field job and not
only athletic notoriety, but possibly a
lucrative future to which he could
spring from college.
Among the pioneers in the off-season
programs were the coaches in the
Southeastern Conference. One of the
most enthusiastic programs was under
taken by Vince Gibson, an aide at Ten
nessee, who used the gruelling drills as
one of his weapons in a win-quick at
mosphere. "We all thought we'd die,"
recalls a former Volunteer. "Talk about
work! I've never been so miserable in all
my life. I never appreciated the training
until I got on the field, and probably not
to the fullest extent until I got in the
pros.
"Then I realized how valuable it was.
Actually, I think players who went
through that program, and others like
it, have had a tremendous jump on
some of the others. I know I felt I was
farther ahead of most of the other guys
I was competing against for a position."
Without a doubt, the more sophisti
cated off-season programs now being
utilized are not as exhausting and have
proven to be more beneficial.
"While all football players do stretch
ing and endurance work," said one
trainer, "power movement is more valu
able."
Take a lineman, for instance. His job
lasts only a few seconds on each play,
but he needs to employ short and pow

continued from 25t

erful movements. This means he must
train with heavy resistance. He uses
weights with low repetition—like
8-to-10 quick, short and powerful
thrusts.
When players leave the campuses for
summer vacation, coaches stress follow
ing the same programs, and help them
along with a check-list to follow the
same programs in which they were in

volved between the regular season and
spring practices.
"We mail out a week-by-week pro
gram for them," said Buda. "We want
them to escalate their work up to just
before the first practice session in the
fall. In June we want them to work on
weights and jogging. In July we encour
age speed work and agility to be added.
In August we want more running, plus
continued on 32t
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Give our country
a college education.
N

apoleon sagely observed that an
army marches on its stomach.
Consequently, the diminutive
Corsican made elaborate preparations
for his troops' rations.
It's no different with today's legions
of college football fans. In order to root
their forces to victory, they must cheer
on full stomachs ... thus the vital ne
cessity for a well-executed tailgate pic
nic plan. It must be nourishing but,
alas, wives and dates aren't galley slaves
so it must be easy to prepare as well.
Tty this plan, created by The R.T.
French Company Test Kitchens in
Rochester, N.Y., for a smashing pregame picnic. Steak Sticks are mouth
watering and very portable. At home,
cut the steak into strips, wrap in bacon,
and marinate in a zesty mixture of
pineapple juice and prepared yellow
mustard. Pack in a plastic container
with a tight fitting lid and tote to the
game in an insulated picnic bag or
chest.
Broil over a hibachi or a small char
coal grill, and serve on rolls. It's very
hearty and very flavorful.
A robust potato salad would make an
ideal accompaniment. So who wants to
start peeling and slicing fresh potatoes?
No need to! Quick and Easy Potato
Salad uses a package of scalloped
potatoes that does the work for you.
The carton also contains an envelope of
seasoning which combines with
mayonnaise for a perfectly flavored
salad dressing.
Complete your tailgate party with
carrot and celery sticks, fresh fruit and
a cake you make from a mix. A thermos
of coffee should calm even the most
anxious fan until kick-off.
There it is ... a delicious repast, very
nutritious, easy to make, and easy to
bring along. Napoleon would surely
promote you to corporal.
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QUICK AND EASY POTATO SALAD

1 to 1% pounds round steak
6 to 8 slices lean bacon
y4cup prepared yellow mustard
1 cup pineapple juice
2 tablespoons brown sugar
6 to 8 frankfurter rolls, split and toasted
Cut steak into 6 to 8 strips, 1-inch thick;
wrap each with a slice of bacon and fasten
with wooden picks. Stir together mustard,
pineapple juice, and brown sugar; pour over
steak sticks and refrigerate 1 hour. Grill over
hot coals about 10 minutes, turning fre
quently and brushing with the mustard mix
ture. Remove wooden picks; serve on toasted
rolls. 6 to 8 servings.

1 package (55/a-oz.) scalloped potatoes
3 cups water
1 cup chopped celery
'A cup chopped green pepper
4 hard-cooked eggs
1 cup mayonnaise
V4 cup vinegar
cherry tomatoes, if desired
Combine potato slices from package of scal
loped potatoes with water in saucepan;
cover, bring to a boil, and simmer 15 min
utes, or until tender. Drain and cool. Com
bine cold potatoes with celery and green
pepper. Chop three eggs; add to potato mix
ture. Stir together contents of envelope of
seasoning mix from potatoes, mayonnaise,
and vinegar. Add to potatoes; toss lightly.
Garnish with 1 sliced hard-cooked egg and
cherry tomatoes. 6 servings.

As an Army ROTCgraduate, you bring
more than training and gold bars to your new
job in theactive Army, Army National Guard
or the Army Reserve.
You also bring acollege education which
makes you one of our country's most valuable
assets. Why? One reason is the wealth of
experiences and ideas you bring with you. This
enables the Army to better relateto an everchanging society.
And since you'll be an Army officer, you'll
have plenty of opportunities to put your ideas
to work. In fact, you'll be running your own
show, right out of college.
Another reason we value your education
so highly is that the people you'll be leading are
better educated and more highly motivated than
ever before. This makes your job as an Army
officer more of a challenge.
To help you meet this challenge when you
get out of school, we'll help you while you're in
by giving you a living allowance of up to $1,000
each year you are enrolled in Advanced ROTC.

There are alsoopportunities for scholar
ships that cover tuition, books and lab fees.
That way, you can make the most of your
education. And when you graduate, our country
can make the most of it too. For details, see
your professor of military science or send in
this coupon.
Army ROTC, P.O. Box 12703, Phila., PA 19134
Send meall thefacts about ROTC.

College Attending—
Graduation Date—

BARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKESTO LEAD.

ATOUCH OF HYATT
Fresh vegetables...if they aren't fresh,
they aren't on the menu.

When you order vegetables at a Hyatt Hotel,
they're fresh...or they're not on our restaurant menus. It's uniquely Hyatt. Something S
V
different, special. Like a complimentary newspaper on your way to breakfast... or a pass
port book for no-waiting-in-line checkouts.
A Touch of Hyatt. It means we're doing what- We re looking forward for you.
ever it takes to make you want to stay with
us... again.

800-228-9000
Gets You Hyatt.
Worldwide.
Toll Free. your travel agent

321
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weights and a concentration on condi
tioning."
Not all doctors and trainers agree on
one of the oldest training routines—
running steps. Another disagreement
arises when they discuss full squats.
Some prefer squats over running
stadium steps, and vice-versa.
"I encourage running steps, espe
cially by power-running backs," one
trainer revealed. "And especially for a
player who is coming off an injury. I like
distance running for the wind factor,
the respiratory factor.
"Players are more conscious about
being ready for Fall drills than ever be
fore. If they have a weight problem, they
have to adjust their diet accordingly.
This goes for those overweight as well
as those who need to add poundage. If
these goals are kept in mind and a sen
sible program is followed, players go to
camp not needing crash programs.
"What really encourages me, and I
know other trainers—plus today s
coaches—is that more players are more
determined than ever before to get in
shape before they come back to school.
"They don't seem to take as much for
granted as they used to. They are aware
that these programs are sound,and they
have more respect for our judgment re
garding what is good for them and what
isn't good.
"The diets have played an important
part in why athletes today are possibly
the best we've ever seen."
The approach taken by doctors,
trainers and coaches seems to be re
flected not only in the athletes, but
comes from the families of the sports
participants.
Most coaches will confirm that they
are having the privilege of recruiting
and training not only better athletes
than ever before, but also more intelli
gent and competitive-minded individ
uals.
Running backs today are the size of
many linemen a decade or more ago.
And they are not only bigger, but
quicker.
One of the major reasons for better
collegiate products for the gridiron is
high school and junior college pro
grams where the coaching and instruct
ing techniques have improved. Coaches
and trainers for the pre-college football
player are the same ones involved in
the dawning of the off-season program
for those grunting, complaining and
exhausted players.
It all adds up to help produce the
nation's most thrilling and competitive
game: collegiate football.
^

Best Wishes From

BLACKWELL
CHEVROLET
COMPANY

First
National
Bank

MERCEDES-BENZ
CHEVROLET
SUBARU

Phone: 733-4391

MEMBER FDIC
P. 0. Box 620

Waynesboro, Miss.

Sales and Service
5395 Hwy 55 North Jackson, Mississippi

BEARD TRUCK LINE INC.
P. 0. BOX 276

SARDIS, MISS. 38666

SAFE—DEPENDABLE
OVERNIGHT SERVICE

BATESVILLE, MISS., PHONE 563-3836
SARDIS, MISS., PHONE 487-1651
MEMPHIS, TENN., PHONE 946-1603
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BARBER-GREEIME

Honored Nationwide

980 So. State St.
Jackson, Miss.
354-1611

• Construction & mining equipment • Draglines
• Cranes • Steel wheel and pneumatic rollers
• Asphalt plants & pavers • Rock crushers
• Light & heavy duty trailers

GO REBELS!

B.C.Rogers
& Sons, Inc.
P.O. Box 1729/Jackson, Mississippi 39205
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K«ntuflty fried

C^acYu,

"Bring it on home"
tonight.

1 9 7 7 C H E E R L E A D E R S , L-R
Standing, Renee Windsor, Becky
Bowen, Katheryn Becker, Angelyn
Atkins and Debbie Bush. L-R
Kneeling, John Frazier, Eric
Eilertsen, Sam Martin, Johnny
Caldwell and Chuck Walker.

That's what dads
have been doin' for
well over 25 years.
Because, when it comes
to pleasin' the whole
family, there's nothin'
that does it better
than the Colonel's
'finger lickin' good''
Kentucky Fried
Chicken.
It's America's
Country Good Meal.

erica's,

oun^foo*

1

CLINTON - PEARL - CANTON - YAZOO CITY
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' 7 7 T R A I N E R S , L-R Standing, Chuck
Leggett, Sam Duncan, Jesse Meeks,
Tom Carstens, Don Walker. L-R
Kneeling, Scott Arata, Robby
Gryder, Leroy Mullins (Head Athletic
Trainer), Tim Huff, and Bill Williams.

' 7 7 M A N A G E R I A L S T A F F , L-R
Kneeling, Donnie Kisner, William
Buford, John Daggett (Athletic
Equipment Manager) and Chip
Robertson. L-R Standing, Blake
Barnes, Bob Bane, Chip Conerly,
Gary Brandon and Forrest Phillips.

Bank of Amory
Member F.D.I.C.
Amory, Miss.

Security Bank of Hernando

Malone & Hyde

Member FDIC
Hernando, Mississippi

Wholesale Distributors
Tupelo, Mississippi
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
LOYALTY FOUNDATION

ANEW KIND
OF
THUNDER

The Ole Miss Loyalty Foundation is an agency created to
provide supplementary income for use by the Department of
Intercollegiate Athletics. Through this medium, those who
desire to contribute to the maintenance and expansion of the
Ole Miss intercollegiate sports program are afforded a
splendid opportunity to give, thus providing needed aid for
student-athletes.
Loyalty Foundation membership is open to any alumnus
or friend of Ole Miss—anyone interested in the welfare and
advancement of its athletic program. The fiscal year begins
each July 1 and terminates the following June 30.
Founded on July 1, 1969, more than 2,000 alumni and
friends of the University have contributed to this effort. And
through its first eight years, contributions have increased
about 150 percent.
In addition to its program of contributions on anannual or
monthly basis, a program of permanent type life insurance
naming the Loyalty Foundation owner and beneficiary of the
policies is now in effect. Those interested in this program
should contact their insurance agent, or the Foundation. More
than 450,000.00 (face value) in life insurance is currently in
force through this program. Options to purchase tickets are
based on the annual premium of the policy.
Membership of the Board of Governors are: President-Dr.
Richard E. Keye,Chairman of the Committeeon Intercollegiate
Athletics; Vice President, Frank Crosthwait, President of the
General Alumni Association; Mr. John H. Vaught, Director of
Intercollegiate Athletics; Dr. Porter L. Fortune, Jr., Chancellor
of the University' and Mr. William S. Griffin, Director of Alumni
Activities.
Billy Mustin is the current director of the Foundation,
having succeeded Tom Swayze on July 1, 1975. Mustin is a
1950 graduate of Ole Miss., star halfback for the Rebels from
1946-49, and former assistant coach.Mrs. Wanda Young is the
Foundation's office manager and secretary.

BILLY MUSTIN
Director

CENTURY CLUB
$100.00 to $249.00
(Option to purchase 4 football tickets)
RED CLUB
$250.00 to $499.00
(Option to purchase 4 football and 4 basketball tickets)
BLUE CLUB
$500.00 to $999.00
(Option to purchase 6 football and 6 basketball tickets)
GOLD CLUB
$1,000.00 and above
(Option to purchase 8 football and 8 basketball tickets)
For further information and membership applications, write:
OLE MISS LOYALTY FOUNDATION
P. O. BOX 355
UNIVERSITY, MISSISSIPPI 38677

THE MECHANICS SAVINGS BANK
"Where Every Customer Is Important"
Member FDIC
Water Valley, Mississippi

WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR COMPANY!

EAST FORD
HWY 80 W

CountryVillage •Oxford, Mississippi

OXFORD VENDING
&

F. L. Crane & Sons, Inc.

AMUSEMENT CO.

Specialty Contractors
Fulton, Mississippi

Complete 24 Hour Vending Service
Hwy. 7 North Phone 234-3301
Oxford, Miss.

922-3311
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The Ole Miss Athletic Department, in
conjuntion with University's Division of
Extension and Continuing Education, Spon
sors summer sports camps each June for
boys and girls ages 10 through rising high
school seniors.
Camps are offered for boys in football,
basketball, golf, tennis, baseball and
equipment management, and for girls in
basketball and tennis.
Expert individualized Instruction is
conducted by members of the Rebel
coaching staff in all aspects of the particular
sport, with emphasis on basis fundamentals,
essential skills, individual conditioning and
development.
Campers are divided according to age,
size and ability, but allbenefit from studies in
theory, rules, game situations, leadership
and sportsmanship.
The campers are housed in airconditioned dormitories, with 24-hour super
vision, and eat in special sections of the
University cafeteria.
In addition, campers will have available
the Rebel training facilities, including
dressing rooms, weight rooms,an AAU-sized
swimming pool and 18-hole golf course.
Recreational activities at the Ole Miss
Union are offered during numerousfree-time

OX.X> FASHIONED

MHBDMEBS

FEATDRING: OLD-FASHIONED HAMBURGERS
We

2S6WATS

For Further information write the
Division of Continuing Education and Exten-

fresh
start each day. Our hamburgers are 100% pure beef. . . never pre-cooked nor pre-wrapped.

AND OLD-FASHIONED RICH, MEATY CHILI
• Hanging Moss at Northside Dr.

The University of Mississippi; University,
MS 38677.
But space Is limited, so write earlyl

3 Locations To Serve You:

• 2670 Highway 80 (Across from Holiday Inn)
• 4950 1-55 North (Jacksonian Plaza)
WE WILL BE OPEN AFTER THE GAME!!!!!!!!
• You get freedom of choice at Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers.
ORDER 2 WAYS!
Quick, Convenient take-out window. . .your order
• K's your choice of a quarter-pound Single
ready in minutes!
a half-pound Double and a three-quarter
pound Triple hamburger.
OR dine in our friendly old fashioned dining
• Order your old-fashioned hamburger
any one of 256 ways.
• Enjoy rich, meaty Chili, crispy French Fries
and creamy Frostys.
• P S. There's no tipping at Wendy's.

Some of those attending the
1976 Ole Miss football camp
stopped momentarily to pose
with Rebel coaches Ken
Cooper and special instructors
Archie Manning of the New
Orleans Saints and Ben
Williams of the Buffalo Bills,
both who are regular visitors to
the fun June sessions.

SIT OUR NEW LOCATIONS ,

3013 Highway 80 East
Pearl, Mississippi
L 2922 Clay Street
\ Vicksburg, Miss.

•CLASS RINGS

•INVITATIONS

R. M. HENDRICK
SUPPLY HOUSE

1620 North Mill • 354-5323
Jackson, Miss. 39205
•PERSONAL CARDS 'CAPS & GOWNS

"Bring Home the

HARDIN'S BREAD"

LAMAR COUNTY BANK

Hardin's Bakeries
Columbus - Jackson
Meridian - Tupelo

Serving Lamar County Since 1904
Member FDIC
Purvis, Miss.

Masco Wireline Service

WATSON CASH GROCERY

24 Hour Service
G. J. Mcintosh
E. M. (Shorty) Cupit
Ferriday, La.
Laurel, Ms.

Try our Famous Watson
Pure Pork Sausage
TUNICA, MS.
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MOVIE STAR, INC.
Poplarville, Miss.

The Fun Place TO Be!

THE KEN COOPER TV SHOW
Featuring Highlights & Comments On Each Week's Game
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OLE MISS PRE-GAME RADIO SHOW
Coach Cooper discusses the upcoming game

Clarksdale
Columbia
Corinth
Greenville
Greenwood
Grenada
Holly Springs
Indlanola
Jackson
Laurel
Memphis, Tenn
Natchez
Oxford
Pascagoula
Senatobia
Tupelo
University
Yazoo City

FREEMAN

A. B. CULLEN
& SON. INC.

TRUCK LINE INC.
419 JACKSON AVE.

Highway 7 North
Oxford, Mississippi

234-6441
CONNECTIONS TO ALL POINTS IN U. S.

Jackson, Mississippi
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WROX (1450)
WCJU (1450)
WKCU (1350)
WJPR (1330)
WSWG (1540)
WNAG (1400)
WKRA (1110)
WNLA (1380)
WSLI (930)
WAML (1340)
WMPS (680)
WNAT (1450)
WSUH (1420)
WPMP (1580)
WSAO (1550)
WELO (580)
WCBH (640)
WAZF (1230)

Panola County Bank

MOTT'S, INC.
OF MISSISSIPPI

Friendly Service Since 1904

WATER VALLEY, MISS.

SARDIS, MISS.
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BANK of ANGUILLA

JOHN HARVEY FORD

A FINANCIAL PYRAMID OF THE
DELTA SINCE 1904, THE BANK OF
ANGUILLA PROVIDES A FULL
RANGE OF FINANCIAL SERVICES.
WE ARE CONTINUOUSLY SEEKING
TO ADD NEW SERVICES FOR THE
BENEFIT AND CONVENIENCE OF
OUR CUSTOMERS. DURING 1977,
WE'LL BE SPENDING A V* MILLION
DOLLARS JUST TO CARRY OUT
OUR PROMISE TO MEET YOUR
NEEDS WITH NEWER EQUIPMENT
AND ADDITIONAL FACILITIES. LET
US KNOW HOW WE MAY HELP
YOU.

"YOUR DIFFERENT DEALER"
• JACKSON'S NEWEST FACILITY
• 30 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
• FLEET SALES
• AWARD WINNING SERVICE

CALL US TOLL FREE AT
800-222-5434

BANK of ANGUILLA
ANGUILLA • CARY • MAYERSVILLE
• ROLLING FORK
MISSISSIPPI
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

REBEL

MOTOR FREIGHT INC

• 400 NEW UNITS IN STOCK
• 100 USED UNITS IN STOCK
• CUSTOMIZED LEASING
• FULL PARTS LINE

1-55 NORTH
n

(956-7000)

JACKSON, MS

GOREBS! GOREBS! GO REBS! GO REBS! GO REBS! GO REBS! GO REBS! 55

1

Good Luck

2

O
SJ
sS0ELm\
IgoTMFREIGHT.IHC.

Connecting All Points In U.S.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE TO MEMPHIS
• OXFORD
• WATER VALLEY
•HOLLY SPRINGS
• COFFEEVILLE
•
•
•
•

GRENADA
ABBEVILLE
UNIVERSITY
BATESVILLE
OVERNIGHT SERVICE TO
JACKSON, MISS.

234-5351
E. UNIVERSITY AV.
3060 GILL RD.

OXFORD, MISS.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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director of WREG-TV in Memphis presents Ole Miss football as
the play-by-play announcer. The veteran Lyman Heliums of Terry
Is the color commentator, handling game highlights from the
pressbox while Larry Grantham of Jackson, the former Rebel
great and ex-All Pro linebacker joins the team as an on the field
commentator, specializing In feature reports.

Network Affiliates—Mississippi
Aberdeen
Amory
Batesville
Booneville
Brookhaven
Canton
Cleveland
Corinth
Forest
Greenwood
Hazlehurst
Holly Springs
Houston
Indianola
Kosciusko
Louisville
Magee
Marks
McComb
Monticello
New Albany
Newton
Pascagoula
Philadelphia
Picayune
Pontotoc
Port Gibson
Prentiss
Senatobia
Starkville
Tylertown
Vicksburg
Waynesboro
Wiggins
Winona
Yazoo City

THE TEXACO TEAM
Biloxi-Gulfport .... WROA (1390)
Clarksdale
WROX 1450
Columbia
WCJU (1450)
Columbus
WCBI (550
Greenville
WJPR (1330
Grenada
WNAG 1400
Hattiesburg
WHSY 1230
Jackson
WSLI (930
Laurel
WAML (1340
Meridian
WMOX (1240
Meridian
WDAL-FM (101.3
Natchez
WNAT (1450
Oxford
WSUH (1420
Oxford
W00R-FM (98 mc
Tupelo
WELO (580
University
WCBH 640

IN MEMPHIS WITH THE
Coca-Cola Bottling Companies
of Memphis & North Mississippi

WMPS—AM (680)

.. WMPA (1240)
. . WAMY (1580)
... WBLE (1290)
... WBIP (1400)
.. WJMB (1340)
. . . WMBO(1370)
. . .WCLD (1490)
. . WKCU (1350)
. . . WMAG (860)
. WSWG-AM-FM
.. WMDC (1220)
. . WKRA (1110)
... .WCPC (940)
.. .WNLA (1380)
.. WVOM (1350)
.. WSLM (1270)
.... WSJC (790)
. . WQMA (1520)
.. WHNY (1250)
... WMLC(1270)
.. WNAU (1470)
.. WGOT (106.3)
.. WPMP (1580)
.. WHOC (1490)
.. WRJW (1320)
.. .WSEL (1440)
... WKPG (1320)
.. WKTO (1510)
.. WSAO (1550)
... WSSO (1230)
... WTYL (1290)
... WJFL (1490)
. .. WABO (990)
...WIGG (1420)
.. WONA (1570)
. ...WAZF (1230)

BANK OF SARDIS

Dunlap & Kyle Co., Inc.

Member FDIC

Wholesale • Tire • Distributors
Batesville, Miss. 38606

SARDIS, MISSISSIPPI
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We're on
the ball.
We're the Sunburst Banks of the
Grenada Banking System—a 19member team of hometown North
Mississippi banks with total assets
of more than a quarter of a billion
; dollars. When it comes to
^ making futures brighter,
' we're really on the ball.
Hope you enjoy the game.

The SunburstBanks,

Making your future brighter.
Bank of Ackerman, Calhoun County Bank, Bank of Charleston, Bank of Cleveland,
Coahoma Bank, Bank of Derma, Bank of Eupora, First Greenwood Bank,
Grenada Bank, Houston State Bank, Bank of Itta Bena, Bank of Louisville, Bank of
Moorhead, Bank of Shaw, Bank of Shelby, Bank of Sumner. MEMBER FDIC
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'78 REBSt
It's riot exactly the "babes in arms"
routine. And at times the reflection beaming
from the lights in Tad Smith Coliseum might
lend a "greenish" tint to an otherwise red and
blue outlined uniform.
But Bob Weltlich's second band of
basketball Rebels will be a youthful bunch, to
say the least. Eight of his 11 scholarshipped
cagers are either first or second year
students; too, there's only one senior aboard.
However, fear not friend — they'll all be
playing Weltlich's easily recognizable style of
hustling, competitive basketball. It's the only
way he knows to coach.
Weltlich's first assemblage was one of
the league's best surprises last winter. It won
11 games when most "in the know"
prognosticators gave it little chance of win
ning half that number. It was the finest team
showing in three years.
But when the openingwhistle sounds this
Nov. 26, there'll be no time for looking back.
Powerhouse Notre Dame leads It off in South
Bend and NCAA seml-finalist North CarolinaCharlotte invades four nights later. The nonconference slate includes Tulane, Samford,
Jacksonville, Middle Tennessee State
(another NCAA participant), Nebraska,
Memphis State and Southern Mississippi,
again in Jackson.
The most experienced hands in camp
are senior guard Joe Kyles (6-2) and junior
playmaker Henry Jackson (5-11). Kyles went
on a scoring binge in the last half of '77
averaging 12.5 ppg in his final 11 games.
Jackson, seventh in league assists, keys the
Reb defense.
Sophomore forward John Stroud (6-7)
was voted one of the Top 10 Freshmen In the
SEC in 1977. The team's second-leading
scorer (14.5), he was an easy pick for the
Toledo Tournament All-Star team.
Sophomore wing man Tom Warda(6-41/2> and
sophomore center Bob Patterson (6-10V4)
complete the returning lettermen.
The influx of new faces undoubtedly will
create a stir in the race for starting roles.
Freshmen Elston Turner (6-5 swing player),
Chris Barrett (6-4 guard-forward), Larry
Baldwin (6-2 point guard), Norman Miller (6-8
forward) and Barry Moore (6-5 forward) along
with center Kim Benson (6-9 juco transfer) will
make the competition keen for the five
coveted spots.
A year ago ticket sales gauged the fever.
Home attendance increased by almost 50
percent or almost 20,000 more fans over the
'76 campaign. Saturday afternoons and
Monday nights meant treats inside the
Rebeldome.
And the best part Is
It's only the
beginning.

young exciting

N26

Notre Dame
30 North Carolina-Charlotte

Dec.

Jan.

Tulane
Campus
Samford
Birmingham
Jacksonville
Campus
Middle Tennessee State .... Campus
Nebraska
..Linc2n
Memphis State
Memphis
Southern Mississippi
Jackson
•Alabama
• Mississippi State
•Tennessee
•Georoia
• Vanderbilt
•Kentucky
•Auburn
- Florida—t
» L.S.U

Birminoham
Starkville
Campus
Campus
Nashville
Lexington
Campus
Campus
Campus

•Tennessee
•Georpia
• Vanderbilt—t
•Kentucky
•Auburn
•Florida
• L.S.U.—t

Knoxville
Athens
Campus
Campus
Auburn
Gainesville
Baton Rouge

•Alabama
•MississippiState

Campus
Campus

hirst

CONTINENTAL PISTON RING
COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TN.
(901) 525-1871

South Bend
... Campus

H

..

Ponioioc,

.

Mississippi

National

HERNANDO, MS.
(601) 368-8141

BANK

BOOSTING THE REBELS
AND NORTHEAST

FI"F

DAVIS

r TC*R«K pizza^-L
L I OUT \ PO-BOYS

CONSTRUCTION

PM ORDERS
J | IN t JIFF*

STEAKS
\ CAT

L: |234-5041X\H

COMPANY
Memphis, Tennessee

THE BEACON RESTAURANT
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MISSISSIPPI

THE LAD Y REBELS
LIN DUNN
Basketball &
Tennis Coach

CHERYL HOLT
Volleyball Coach

OLE MISS
We Can't Put A Dollar Value OnYou.
The University of
appraise the real estate,
Mississippi is a living
but that's the least a
legend, supplying this
school has.
state with leadership for
It's participation, it's
contributions, it's achieve
more than a century and
a half.
ments, it's graduates.
The contributions
That's Ole Miss. We are
made by this school, its
in the midst of this, and
graduates, its faculty, its
we can't put a dollar value
research cannot be
on it. It's to valuable.
measured in dollars, and
we know that better
than most.
As bankers, we are
called upon to appraise or
place a value upon things.
At Ole Miss there's no
way to tell. Oh, we could

BASKM-ROBBINS /fij\
ICB CREAM STORE W
Highway 6 West
234-9985

HA\KOI ( MISSISSIPPI
] Member FDIC
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South Central
Plumbing &. Heating

There's a new breed rising in the sports world
—the WOMAN athlete. And the Ole Miss
Lady Rebels are among the thoroughbreds
of that line! In only the first season under the
supervision of the Athletic
Department, the Lady Reb basketball
team was 20-8, the tennis squad 7-1
and the volleyballers 22-12. That means
three for these winning seasons! But
better things are in store as all
three teams have dead aim on
not just winning, but
CHAMPIONSHIP
seasons in 1977-78.
Look for their state and regional
finishes to soar even higher.
Don't miss the excitement...
the CHAMPIONSHIP excitement.
Get in on the new and coming
things. Get in on a good thing.
Get in on WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS and the
LADY REBELS!

PETTIS CIGAR CO., INC.
(Wholesale)
Oxford, Mississippi
—AND—

SENATOBIA TOBACCO CO.
(Wholesale)

Senatobia, Mississippi

Smith Oil Co.

Company

Citgo Jobber

J A C K S O N

Oxford, Miss.
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Medical Center
Pharmacy
OXFORD'S
FAMILY
HEALTH CENTER

JACKSON
INDUSTRIAL
UNIFORM SERVICE
Uniform Rental

240 Mitchell Ave.

Servicing Mississippi

JACKSON,
MISSISSIPPI

Every memberof our
teamisGRADE A.

Passport Inn
A Licensee of Passport Inns of America, Inc.
601-982-1011 . 5055 I-55 NORTH . P. O. BOX 16275

All-American poultry products.

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39206

PURnniEsPRIDI
We're not a bank.
We're people.
People concentrating on you. Helping you save
money. Then loaning it back to people just like
you to buy and fix up homes of their own.
Because we specialize in only these two things, we
can concentrate on you.

Or Leader Federal
Leader Federal Savings and Loan Association of Memphis
158 Madison • 3307 Poplar • 2800 Lamar • 4383 Summer
1451 Madison • 1250 E. Shelby Dr. • Raleigh Springs Mall
Clark Tower • 2595 Frayser Blvd. • 3558 S. Mendenhall
Germantown • 7744 Poplar
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"Luxury At Economy Rates"

RESTAURANT

POOL

LOUNGE

Compliments of

BIG 4
PONTIAC-CADILLAC
HONDA
CO.
Owners:

Tupelo, Mississippi

Mitchell Moore

628 Highway 45, South

John M. Pearce

Phone 842-4162
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MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
No.
5
3
4
5
8
11
11
15
17
18
19

21
22
23
24
29
32

If

Name

Pos. CI.

?mj w'??
Fred Webb
Tony Graves
Kippy Brown
kII;! RaJ^erS°n
Nelson Hunt
Ne'son Hunt
Hunt Ow""
Ru«tt fill
«
ill i?!"
finest Gmv
Keith Wrfflkt
L« C». S
S|0 u ,
Bob oSns
Mnnv 8»
Mike
James Kina

DB
DB
QB
nS

Sf 1°'
FL Sr.
£ /'
i« c''
w! f'*
WP
n *'
It

D-aVJ A r

T

Sam H^sT"13"
Boh Blarkn,
Bob Blackmon

79
81
83
83
86
80
on

Randy Smalley
Bil?SAust'iChar<,S
KlaL Yaih
u
Klate Yarbrough
Tommy Bateman LB
J- Vanderheyden LB
r A A r°i!iaS
12

2?
11
94
11
99

Randv Small

J®"

£? r ' hMike Casmelli
w V® wOIa
^fay.neA)Vead®n
Mark Allison

5*

£
5°'
Jr.

I'r
I

So.
?°*

I'

f°*

f°'
f'"

f"? Ml
6-4 190
5-6 161
5-11 182

20
20
20
22

A

0

1
0
2

M I

I"]0 ill

6-0
M

NG
nr
OG

If

ki
DE

DT
DE

• NUMERICAL
Hometown
Name

Wt. Age Ltrs.

oS M
190 22
122 11

2
1
?
I

l"l Ml
l'?n Ml M n
* a II! IS i
f"?n 121 M I
f"12 12 M
I
|_J° if® 20 0
A
?S I
A J!2 M8 I
A of
°
l"?n If 12 ?
f'i° If? II I
18
f"?A . ' M 5
A IS 2 J
A Ml IS ?
A 122
M I
6200 21 0
I n SI M ?
A Iff M I
6-0 195 20 0
A Ml M S
A Ml 2 I
A 'fI J? 0
A Mi 12 i
A Ml 1? 9
t'l
Ml M 2
6-3 235 20 2
i i Mi M I
6-1 233 20 2
A Ml M 2
A Ml M ?
t'l
Mi In I
6-3 238 20 0

Sr.
/'
Jr.
5
I0,
Jr'
Jr.
So. 6-3 240
c°' f"f 300
S°' 6*2 Ml
f
A Ml
f°' f"f, Ml
?°- ! n 235
ir' i'i 250

19

21

!?

0
°
J

19

\
I
0

21

2

2

6_3 Ml M 2
t'l
Ml M I
6-4 250 21 3
SI
A ?ff M 2
OT So. 6-4 250 20 0
TE
A Ift? M 2
If
I'' t'l Ml
M I
TE So. 6-2
95 19 0

76
77
77

79

I''

5! S,°'
M I''
Sr
I''
?r ,
RB Jr'
S2 , '
JR }'•

34 ft
36 cJrfL r.
37 Richard Locke
Si
40 Jame/ stewJ^
Si
41 Judkon Flint
Si
41 Judson Flint
DB
43 AnthonvmOa«
WR
44 Krain Pridl
44 Kraig Pride
FB
48
11
49 Derek B^ll
ti
5? Km, Or L
at
52 K C™
r
53 Keith BuIiT
iS
54 Bud SiiflJ
i?
54 Bud Siptle
DT
56 Pete Statamar^li' k|r
57 L if
.
NG
58 Ke'ith Bo5dee«W,CI nF
60 T?m
"
Ef
62 BeT Howard
DT
62 Ben Howard
DT
64 Sonny Barch
OT
66 j'Ckh Jnnkm|S
67 Grea Vo?a"n
OG
68 Dlrfel^Terhett
nr
70 John Cl7ft«
S5
•7A p. •. i
„
21
75

S,°Jr.
So.
Sr.

Ht.

Vicksburg
Memphis, Tenn.
Jackson, Tenn.
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Memphis. Tenn.
Memphis. Tenn.
Covington, Tenn.
Kfeh-Saba, Israel
Bolivar' Tenn.

• ALPHABETICAL
Pos.

TamPa'F'aGreenwood
Vicksburg
Vicksburg
Nashville, Tenn.
Memphis. Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Jackson, Tenn.
MemPhis' Tenn.

ALLISON, Mark (99)
DE
ACKERMAN, Rick (75)
T
AUSTIN, Bill (81)
TE
BARCH, Sonny (64)
OT
BATEMAN, Tommy (86) ...LB
BATES, Mike (32)
RB
BELL, Derek (49)
LB
BENNETT, Rusty (17)
KS
BETTS, Kevin (8)
QB
BLACKMON, Bob (77)
OG
BOWDEN, Keith (58)
DE
BROWN, Kippy (5)
QB
BUTLER, Keith (53)
LB
CAGE, Leo (22)
RB
CARMAN, Ricky (52)
C
CASINELLI, Mike (94)
DE
CLARK, Keith (91)
LB
CLIFTON, John (70)
OT
CROWELL, David (74)
OT
CRUSE, Tim (60)
DE

Millington, Tenn.

DANIEL, Jonah (66)

Clarksdale

Cookeville, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Farrell, Penn,
Memphis, Tenn.
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Dallas, Tex.
Nashville, Tenn.
Cleveland
Tampa, Fla.
LaGrange, III.
Memphis, Tenn,
Huntsville, Ala.
Knoxville, Tenn,
Batesville, Ark.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Wicksburg, Ala.
FJ- Meyers, Fla.
McKenzie, Tenn.
Luxora Ark
New Orleans, LaChattanooga, Tenn.
0rlando' FlaMadisonville, Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark.

FLINT, Judson (41)
GLOVER, Tony (45)
GOLDEN, Teddy (90)
GRAVES, Tony (4)
GRAY, Ernest (19)
GREER, Jarvis (34)
HAIMOVITCH, Arieh (12)
HILL, Eddie (23)
HOWARD, Ben (62)
HUNT, Nelson (11)
HURST, Sam (76)
JENKINS, Ricky (65)
KING, Alan (18)
KING, James (33)
LEE, John (78) .
LINCOLN, Steve (96)
LOCKE, Richard (37)
OGGS, Anthony (43)
ORIANS, Bob (24)
ORUM Keith (51)
OWENS, Hugh (15)
PATTERSON, Lloyd (7)
. ..
PE"", Carlton (36)
PRIDE, Kraig (44)
RAY, Johnny (29) .

Memphis, Tenn.

RICHARDS, Russell (80)

DB
FB
.TE
DB
WR
DB
K
FB
DT
FL
NG
NG

WR
RB
DT
LB
RB
WR
DB
nr
K
QB
DB
FB
DB

So.
Fr.
f'fr

Covington, Ga.
V'cksburg
Memphis, Tenn.
MacClenny, Fla.
Nashville, Tenn.
Rockville, Ind.
Douglasville, Ga.
Jackson, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Follansbee, West Va.
Montgomery, Ala.
Selma, Ala.
Titusville, Fla.

frSr.
cr
So.
Sr.

6-0
6-3
f"]

192
223

20
19

0
0

8

0

l'i Ml 19
t'l
Mi 12
6-0 192 22
I'l Mi M
6-3
6-2

232
217

19
21

0

°
2
0

0
3
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(79)

The Law School
Growth has been theword for Memphis
State since its founding in 1912 as West
Tennessee State Normal School. The
original small site has been expanded to
more than 140 acres and the University
now ownsmore than1,100 acres.
The main campus is located in a
beautiful residential area in East Memphis.
The University's location in thelargest city
in the state means that students have
additional opportunities to be exposed to
activities relevant to their course of study
in addition to having more options for
parttime employment. Greater Memphis,
with a population of over 850,000, is a
cultural, recreational, educational, sports
and medical centerfor the Mid-South.
Students may pursue many fields of
study in six undergraduate colleges: The
College of Arts and Sciences, the College
of Business Administration, the College of

Communication and Fine Arts, the
College of Education, the Herff College of
Engineering and the University College.
The University College offers nontraditional degrees through a program
emphasizing
personally designed
education unrestricted by departmental
or college boundaries.
The University offers advanced study in
the Graduate School and training for the
legal profession in theSchool of Law.
The University's diverse community is
served through special activities of the
Office of Public Service and Continuing
Education. Conferences, workshops and
seminars are offered to sharpen the skills
of business and professional people while
a wide variety of credit and non-credit
courses are offered at convenient times.
Many of the programs are available
through off-campuslearning centers.

Billy J. Murphy
Athletic Director

TE

Bloomingdale, Tenn. SCATAMACCHIA, Pete (56) 7. NG
Sweetwater, Tenn.
SIMPSON, Keith (42)
DB
Paducah, Ky.
SIPFLE, Bud (54)
DT
SMALLEY, Randy

Dr. Billy M. Jones
President

DT

s''
c
Sr.

Memphis, Tenn.

MEMPHIS STATE
UNIVERSITY

OT

SMITH Dennis (48)
LB
SNODGRASS, Glenn (5)C
STEWART, James (40)
DB
THOMAS, Mike (89) . .
FB
TORBETT, Darrel (68)
OG
VANDERHEYDEN, Brian (87) LB
VORAN, Greg (67)
OG
WEBB, Fred (3)
DB
WEEDEN, Wayne (97) . . . . . DT
WRIGHT, Keith (21)
FL
WRIGHT, Tim (1) ....... . . FL
YARBROUGH, Klate (83) ... TE
ZDANCEWICZ, Mike (57)
C

Dr. A. Ford Haynes, Jr.
Athletic Committee Chairman

New Music Building
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WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS:
PLUMBING
HEATING
INDUSTRIAL

NOLAND

ELECTRICAL
REFRIGERATION
AIR CONDITIONING
MACHINE TOOLS

Conserving
Electric Power
Makes Sense

1350 HIGHWAY 80 WEST
JACKSON, MISS. 39307

354-5441

"The Time Saver Bank"

814 Main Street

Columbia, Miss.
MEMBER FDIC

WELCOME FANS
VISIT OUR MODERN SHOWROOM AND SEE
THE LATEST IN BATHROOM FASHIONS

SLEEP AWAY YOUR BACKACHE

SPRING flk
SUPPORTER.
• CONCRETE PIPE •
• CONCRETE MANHOLES •
• PRECAST CONCRETE*
• CONTRACTOR SUPPLIES •
• READY-MIX CONCRETE •

MATTRESS
SEE YOUR FURNITURE DEALER

B&B CONCRETE CO.
INDUSTRIAL ROAD
TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI 38801
PHONE 842-6312

Electric power is avaluable resource, andit makes
good sense to conserve it. Here are a feweasy ways to
do that:
• Make sure your homeis properly insulated.
• Keep your thermostat at 65°in winter and80'in
summer.
• Use dishwashers andclothes dryers onlywhen
you have afull load.
• Conserve hot water.
• Turn off TVs, radios,stereos, and lights when not
in use.
A few simple rules,but following them makesgood
sense. Dollars and cents,too... because these rules
help you save moneyas well as electricity.

| /MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGHT
Helping Build Mississippi

SPRING AIR OF THE DEEP SOUTH
(MISSISSIPPI BEDDING COMPANY)
COMMERCE PARK—JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
48
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mn MEMPHIS STATE
nl
Richard Williamson
Head Coach

Bob Blackmon, OG

Bill Austin

Tommy Bateman

Kippy Brown

David Crowell

Hugh Owens

Bud Sipfle

Randy Smalley

Dennis Smith

Tim Cruse

Glenn Snodgrass

Llovd Patterson, QB

Keith Wright, FLK

Keith Simpson, DB
51

Our new Inn still has its
charming old look.
And much,much more.

CO REBELS!
DIXIE
NATIONAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

JACKSON STEEL COMPANY.INC.
Concrete
Accessories

Sisalkraft
Products

Waterproofing

Expansion Joints

Masonry Supplies

Wire Mesh

FABRICATORS

OF

REINFORCING STEEL
969

SOUTH ROACH STREET

TELEPHONE 355-7457
P. O. BOX 2671

JACKSON, MISS.
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Tucked into its own 1,000 acre wonder
land of magnificient trees, rolling hills
and sparkling bayous, Gulf Hills Inn and
Golf Club offers a secludedand beautiful
|
vacation resort. Althoughlocated in close^
proximity to C. S. Highway 90 and In
terstate 10, and only one mile from the j
Gulf of Mexico, there is a quiet serenity 1
about Gulf Hills that
makes for complete
relaxation.
The rustic appearance of its ^
cypress exterior and paneled
interior give the new Inn an
atmosphere of casual luxury.
You will enjoy the spacious lobby,
dining room, golf shop, Hole 19
lounge, beauty parlor and complete
convention facilities.

American
Plan
Rate.
Includes all three meals,

greens fees, tennis court
fees, one horseback ride
daily, all of the other
activities, including the
children's program,
and gratuities. Golf
carts and beverages
are extra. You can
budget your vacation
at Gulf Hills with the
knowledge that you will
not be confronted with
extra and unknown costs.
Family rates are available.
Good food is a tradition at Gulf
Hills. All three of its famed meals
are served buffet and are pre
pared in a fashion best de
scribed as "country gourmet".
From the time you visit the
juice and melon bar in the
morning until you finish
your homemade dessert
in the evening, you will
find a truly tantalizing dis
play of culinary delights.

Golf
• There is Gulf Hills' championship 18 hole course—
scenic, challengingand fun. Now almost fifty years old, thecourse

has a beauty that only maturity can bring. And it's right on the
premises, with the first tee just a chip from the lobby.

Tennis
• The Gulf Hills Inn Racquet Club boasts the finest
tennis facility on the Gulf Coast Ten Rubico courts, located on

a spectacular waterfront site, assure you of plenty of court time
every day, and on into the night on the four lighted courts.
Pro shop on the premises and, an excellent teach
ing staff make the tennis package complete.

Much, Much More.

A big heated pool, partially
enclosed during the cooler
months, for year round
enjoyment
Horseback riding from the
Gulf Hills' stables on the
premises. Plus hayrides, cookouts, square dances and other dude
ranch activities.
Fishing, both fresh and salt water, from the Gulf
Hills' fishing pier, your own or a rented skiff, or deep
sea charter boats.
Hiking around the golf course and through the sub\s j division.
I During the summer months, a complete planned
activities program for the younger set, from tots to
teens. Under the direction of a qualified staff.
Gulf Hills is the Gulf Coast's most complete resort.
We look forward to seeing you soon.
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